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Corroles are an important class of contracted porphyrin analogues. Since quasi-one-pot 
syntheses of corroles were first reported in 1999, their coordination chemistry has been 
extensively studied. 
In the course of this thesis, the “periodic table of corroles” has been extended by two new 
elements, rhenium and technetium. Except from an accidental synthesis of an ReVO corrole via 
ring contraction of a porphyrin, no Re corroles were known prior to this work. As part of this 
thesis, I have developed the first rational synthesis of Re corroles, based on oxidative metalation 
of meso-triarylcorroles with Re2(CO)10 in refluxing decalin. A total of 9 ReVO complexes, have 
been made, including 5 that were structurally characterised. I also prepared the first 99-
technetium corroles using [NEt4]2[99TcCl3(CO)3] as the 99Tc source; one of these complexes 
was structurally characterized. 
The ReVO corroles were found to exhibit near-IR phosphorescence at room temperature, with 
long triplet lifetimes ~60 s, but low quantum yields ~2.9%. Furthermore, two amphiphilic 
ReVO corroles exhibited strong cytotoxicity against AY27 rat bladder cancer cells and WiDr 
human colon cancer cells under blue light illumination. 
My hope is that the work presented here will pave the way toward 99mTc corroles and other 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO INORGANIC DRUGS AND 
PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY 
1.1 HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 
Cancer affects almost everyone either directly or indirectly and records show that it has been 
the case throughout human history. The first documentation of the disease is from an Egyptian 
scripts dated to about 3000 BC where they referred to a sickness where “there is no treatment”.1 
At the end of 2014 more than 252 000 Norwegians had had at least one cancer diagnosis at an 
earlier point of life. A total of 10 971 people died from cancer in 2014 in Norway alone. In 
2015, 32 592 new cases of cancer were recorded in Norway. For men, the most common cancers 
involved the prostate, lung, colon, bladder, and the urinary tract, while for women they were 
breast, colon, and lung cancer.2 
Fortunately, unlike 5000 years ago, the survival ratio today is relatively high, ranging from 91-
93% for prostate cancer to 66-68% for rectal cancer.3 If cancer on its own was not bad enough, 
will treatment in many cases cause severe physical damages. Radiotherapy kills not only the 
cancer cells but also other tissues. Chemotherapy, the most commonly used treatment for 
cancer, like radiotherapy, is not selective enough against cancer cells and also kills healthy cells 
as well. Surgery is effective but is mostly limited to solid, accessible tumours. Surgery on its 
own is dangerous by its use of anaesthesia and may cause scars and infections. 
The disadvantages related to the above classic approaches have led to new modalities for cancer 
treatment. Among these are photodynamic therapy (PDT), a technique that uses light sensitive 
chemical compounds (photosensitiser) to kill cells by activating molecular oxygen (O2).  
Another approach were development of new cytotoxic and cytostatic drugs, among them 
inorganic compounds. The use of inorganic compounds for the treatment of a variety of 
afflictions is not new, but are documented in Egyptian texts dating back to 1550 BC. There they 
described the use of garlic containing selenium as a treatment for illness.4-5 One of the first 
inorganic complexes used in medicine was salvarsan (Figure 1), an arsenic-based agent 
developed by Paul Ehrlich in 1910, and in 1912 he published his results of salvarsan as 
treatment against syphilis.6-7  
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In 1979 the U.S Food and Drug Administration approved an anticancer drug called cis-
dichlorodiamineplatinum(II) or cisplatin, as shown in Figure 1. Cisplatin became known as the 
penicillin among anticancer drugs and the discovery greatly energized the investigation of other 
metal-containing drugs with cytotoxic and/or cytostatic effect that specifically inhibit tumour 
cells.8 
 
Figure 1. Some pioneering metallo- and PDT drugs. 
 
A different use of inorganic compounds for medicinal applications that also got a boost 
simultaneously, consisted of small molecules working as photosensitisers for generating 
reactive oxygen for photodynamic therapy. The most promising drugs were found to be those 
that produce ROS upon irradiation of tissue-penetrating light.9 The best PDT agents to date 
have proved to be porphyrin and related macrocycles.10 Among the most promising compounds 
is an expanded porphyrin called texaphyrin (Figure 1), which has reached advanced stages of 
clinical testing.11 During the last 20 years corroles, a class of contracted porphyrins, have also 




1.2 NUCLEAR MEDICINE AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
Nuclear medicine involves both treatment and imaging by the use of radioactive isotopes.  
Commonly used isotopes for nuclear imaging include 99mTc, 123I, 67Ga, and 125I, of which 99mTc 
(where the superscript “m” refers to a metastable nuclear excited state) is the working horse. A 
key consideration for the use of a given isotope is the half-life. An excessively long half-life 
will result in radiation damages to our body while an unduly short half-life will lead to 
insufficient imaging.  
Technetium is the first and lightest element in the periodic table without any stable isotopes.12 
Today, 22 isotopes and 9 isomers (i.e., nuclear excited states) of technetium are known. The 
longest-living isotopes of technetium is 98Tc with a t1/2 of 4.2 million years, followed by 97Tc 
with a t1/2 of 2.6 million years, and 99Tc with a t1/2 of 211,100 years. The 99Tc isotope is such a 
weak β--emitter that ordinary laboratory glassware provide adequate protection against the 
radiation, making it suitable for synthetic studies. In addition, technetium has several metastable 
isomers, of which the most stable is 97mTc with t1/2 of 90.1 days, followed by 95mTc with t1/2 of 
61 days, and 99mTc with half-life of 6.01 hours. Because of 99mTc’s short half-life and the fact 
that it is a γ-emitter makes it ideally suited for nuclear medicine applications. The 99mTc was 
first isolated in the 1940s and is today used in some ten million medical diagnostic procedures 
annually, making up ~85% of radio medicinal diagnosis.12-13 
Rhenium has two radioactive isotopes - 186Re and 188Re, both -emitters – which are also used 
in nuclear medicine, albeit far less frequently than 99mTc. The range of 186Re and 188Re’s -
particles in tissue is about 50 – 1000 cell diameters, making them suitable for treating larger or 
poorly vascularized tumours. The two Re radioisotopes have been used for bone cancer and 
certain other late stage cancers.14 
Radiopharmaceuticals incorporate a radioactive isotope within a drug or chemical agent. They 
are generally categorized as 1st, 2nd and 3rd generations. 
First-generation radiopharmaceuticals consist of common complexes such as 99mTcO4- and 
99mTc-phosphonates whose action depends on their simple absorption, distribution, and 
excretion properties. They have been around the longest and are today in use for brain, heart, 
kidney, and liver imaging.  
Second-generation radiopharmaceuticals involve carefully tailored ligands. The in vivo 
performance of the complexes have generally been carefully analysed in terms of their 
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molecular size, charge and lipophilicity. Examples include the cardiac imaging agent 99mTc-
MIBI (sestamibi, Cardiolite®) and 99mTc-tetrofosmin (Myoview®) and the brain imaging agent 
99mTc-HMPAO (examentazime, Ceretec®) and 99mTc-ECD (bicisate, Neurolite®). Newer 
products under this category include the renal imaging agent 99mTc-MAG3 (Mertiatide) and the 
hepatobiliary agent 99mTc-mebrofenin. 
Third-generation radiopharmaceuticals couple a radioisotope with a biological targeting agent 
such as a peptide or sugar to reach specific biomolecular targets such as receptors and 
transporters. The development of such reagents has required the development of sophisticated 
labelling methods, such as those for incorporating TcI(CO)3 and TcVN groups. 
The most commonly used technique for nuclear imaging is called single-photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT), which involves a -emitter such as 99mTc. The method 
typically involves the injection of a -emitting radiopharmaceutical into the blood stream. A -
ray camera then acquires 2D images from a variety of angles which are then computationally 
processed to generate 3D image of the distribution of the radioisotope in the bloodstream in a 
process similar to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or positron emission tomography (PET). 
 




1.3 PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY 
Use of light in therapeutic settings is not a new development. Indeed the first recorded use of 
light for medicinal purposes dates back to 1400 BC, when sunlight was used in conjunction 
with extracts from plants growing along the Nile in Egypt for the treatment of skin diseases. 
The birth of modern phototherapy, however, began with Niels Ryberg Finsen, a Danish 
physician, and his discovery of the bacteria-destroying effect of sunlight and ultraviolet light. 
Finsen received the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1903 for this work.15 Until the 20th century, 
phototherapy was widely used largely for dermatological applications.16 With the invention of 
medical lasers and fiber optic cables, modern photodynamic therapy enjoys far wider 
application, including the treatment of organs deeper inside the human body.17 
Photodynamic therapy combines the use of light, a photosensitive chemical compound 
(photosensitiser), and molecular oxygen. Individually, each component is nontoxic but, under 
the right conditions on exposure to light of a specific wavelenght, the sensitiser may be excited 
to a higher energy state. The excited state may then transfer its excess energy to molecular 
oxygen to produce singlet oxygen (1O2), a highly reactive exited state of oxygen, or may transfer 
an electron to generate another reactive oxygen species (ROS). 
In 1995, Porfimer sodium (Figure 1) became the first drug to be approved for photodynamic 
therapy. It is a porphyrin oligomer and is now approved for use in more than 40 countries for 
lung cancer. Temoporfin is another PDT drug used for head and neck cancer which was 
approved in 2001 in the European Union including Norway and Iceland. It is based on the 
chlorin skeleton depicted in Figure 3, which also shows some other macrocycles that are under 
investigation as potential PDT drugs. 
Photochemical internalization, a Norwegian discovery,18 is a variety of PDT where a drug is 
internalized via the process of endocytosis and the endocytic vesicles are subsequently ruptured 




Figure 3. Parent heterocycles of some common photosensitisers used in photodynamic 
therapy. 
 
1.4 REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) in biological systems derive largely from atmospheric oxygen 
and to some extent also from water. They commonly arise via “leakage” from oxygenated forms 
of heme proteins and other metalloproteins, including globins, peroxidases, and superoxide 
dismutases. Common ROS includes hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), the superoxide radical anion 
(O2•-), hydroxyl radicals (OH•), ozone (O3), and singlet oxygen (1O2). Less common ROS 
include alkoxyl (RO•) and peroxy (ROO•) radicals. ROS are of great biological importance in 
that they can inflict damage DNA, proteins, and other cellular components. Aerobic organisms 
have evolved a variety of defensive mechanisms to deal with ROS that arise naturally in their 
bodies. A number of reactive nitrogen species (RNS), including nitrogen dioxide radicals 
(NO2•), and peroxynitrite (ONOO-), also play similar role as ROS. 
Photodynamic therapy results in the localized production of ROS in the neighbourhood of the 
photosensitiser. By far the greatest proportion of these ROS is singlet oxygen, which arises via 
energy transfer from a triplet exited state of the sensitiser to ground, triplet state of molecular 
oxygen. The electronic configuration of these two forms of oxygen are depicted schematically 
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in Figure 4. The superoxide anion can also arise under PDT, by electron transfer from the 
excited photosensitiser to molecular oxygen.  
 
Figure 4. Molecular orbital diagram of ground state triplet oxygen and excited singlet 
oxygen. 
 
1.5 PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS WITH OXYGEN 
Here I summarize some elementary photochemical concepts relevant to my findings in the are 
of photodynamic therapy described in this thesis. 
A photochemical reaction occur when a molecule absorbs light. A photochemical reaction is a 
chemical reaction that is caused by absorption of light, typically in the ultraviolet (100-400 nm), 
visible (400-750 nm), and infrared (750 -2500) ranges. This definition, i.e., the fact that light 
absorption is a necessary condition of a photochemical reaction, is sometimes called the first 
law of photochemistry or the Stark-Einstein law, which state that each molecule absorbed by a 
chemical system excites only a single molecule. 
When a molecule in its (singlet) ground electronic state (S0) absorbs a photon, it gets excited to 
higher-energy singlet state, S1, S2, S3, S4, etc., depending on the energy of the photon. The 
excitation process maintains the total spin of the system, i.e., the excited electron does not 
undergo a spin flip. The higher excited states S2, S3, S4, etc., as a rule (the so-called Kasha’s 
rule), quickly relax via radiation decay (internal conversion, IC) to S1, which is generally the 
only relevant singlet excited state. A number of possible paths are generally available for decay 
of the S1 state to S0. 
Deexitation may happen in a radiationless manner, i.e., IC. 
Deexcitation may happen via spin-allowed radiation, a process called fluorescence. 
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Finally, the S1 state might undergo so-called intersystem crossing (ISC) to the lowest triplet 
state T1, which as a rule (Hund’s rule) has a slightly lower energy than S1. The T1 state may 
then decay to S0 via either IC or radiatively, by a process called phosphorescence. Because the 
T1 to S0 transition is spin-forbidden, the T1 state has a much longer lifetime than S1; i.e., 
phosphorescence is a much slower process than fluorescence. Some phosphorescence processes 
are so slow that the corresponding materials, called phosphors, are used for glow-in-the-dark 
applications, such as emergency signs.20 
The presence of a heavy atom in a molecule promote phosphorescence by facilitating 
intersystem crossing from S1 to T1 due to a phenomenon called spin-orbit coupling. 21 This is 
the reason behind the efficacy of 5d metalloporphyrins and metallocorroles, including the Re 
corroles in this thesis, as phosphors. The phosphorescence of these molecules, however, is not 
visible to the naked eye, since it occurs in the near-infrared. 
A schematic depiction of the above processes is called a Jablonski diagram and is presented in 
Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Jablonski diagram illustrating the different excited states and the various 






There are three potential reaction paths, divided into two categories, between a molecule in an 
excited triplet state and oxygen. Category 1 may be subdivided into mechanism I and II, where 
mechanism I proceeds via reduction of the photosensitiser and II via oxidation. In more detail, 
mechanism I involves transfer of an electron from a substrate molecule to the excited 
photosensitiser, which results in a photosensitiser radical anion and a substrate radical cation 
(Figure 6), where type II involves reduction of the substrate through transfer of a hydrogen 
atom to the excited photosensitiser.  
 
Figure 6. Reaction scheme of category 1, type I reaction of a photosensitiser, in this case 
a corrole. 
 
Category 2 involves direct reaction of the excited triplet state of the photosensitiser and ground 
triplet state oxygen to generate excited, singlet oxygen and ground-state photosensitiser, as 
illustrated in Figure 7. The process is sometimes called triplet-triplet annihilation, since two 
triplets are mutually quenched to generate two singlets, one in the ground state and one in the 
excited state. 
As mentioned above, it is singlet oxygen that is the key cytotoxic agent in photodynamic 
therapy. Singlet oxygen, 1O2, has a short lifetime of less than 50 ns. Accordingly, it only has a 
limited radius of cellular action, which is approximately 20 nm. In other words, cell damage 




Figure 7. Reaction scheme of a category 2 reaction between a corrole and oxygen. 
 
A key prerequisite of photodynamic therapy is that the light penetrates the tissue and reaches 
the photosensitiser. In general, light can penetrate only through a limited depth of soft tissue. 
In biology and medicine, one often talks about the optical window, therapeutic window or near-
infrared window, which refers to a wavelength range from 600 to 1200 nm, for which 
electromagnetic radiation has the greatest depth of penetration in tissue. Yet, wavelengths 
longer than 800 nm are not used in standard PDT, since such radiation does not have enough 
energy to convert 3O2 to 1O2. For wavelengths in the 600-800 nm range, light penetrate only a 
few millimeters to about 1 cm in soft tissue. Yet another consideration is that the photosensitiser 






2 INTRODUCTION TO PORPHYRINOIDS 
2.1  INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Porphyrinoids or porphyrin-type molecules are ubiquitous in nature and many of them, 
especially the chlorophylls (Figure 8), exhibit superior light absorption and harvesting 
properties. They are found in Archaea, Bacteria and in Eukarya, including in our own bodies. 
True porphyrins are aromatic macrocycles with a total of 22 conjugated π-electrons.24 One of 
the best-known porphyrin cofactors is heme b, the pigment that gives haemoglobin in the blood 
its red colour. Porphyrinoid cofactors play many important biochemical roles. Thus, 
haemoglobin and myoglobin act as oxygen carriers in mammals and certain other vertebrates. 
The heme protein cytochrome P450 catalyse oxygen atom transfer (OAT) to organic 
compounds, especially toxins, and help destroy them in the liver.25 The cobalt-containing 
porphyrinoid B12 is an essential nutrient and acts as a cofactor in many biochemical reactions, 
whereas the nickel porphyrinoid F430 is the cofactor of methylcoenzyme M reductase, which 
catalyses the last step of biological methane production. Many porphyrinoids, especially those 
with aryl groups at the meso positions, Figure 9, can be readily synthesized in the laboratory. 
Figure 10 depicts elementary aspects of porphyrinoid nomenclature, including skeletal atom 
numbering according to IUPAC nomenclature and the definition of a , and meso carbons.  
The wide availability of synthetic porphyrinoids has led to a deep appreciation of their diverse 
chemistry, including their fundamental coordination chemistry and applications such as 
catalysis, photodynamic therapy, and dye-sensitised solar cells.5, 26-29 Indeed, the “periodic table 
of porphyrins” is nearly complete and the vast majority of transition metals and many non-





Figure 8. Four porphyrinoid cofactors. 
 
Figure 9. Porphyrinoid macrocycles obtained via pyrrole-aldehyde condensations. Reused 





Figure 10. IUPAC numbering of skeletal atoms for free-base corrole (left) and porphyrin 
(right) and definition of and meso positions. 
 
Porphyrins and corroles have characteristic absorption in the near-ultraviolet and visible region 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, the latter being the reason for their strong colours. Both 
porphyrins and corroles have a distinct strong Soret (or B) band, usually between 390-450 nm, 
and two to four weaker Q bands in the 480 – 700 nm region, as shown in Figure 11 for free-
base triphenylcorrole. For free-base and nontransition metal porphyrins, the absorptions are 
generally well described in terms of a Martin Gouterman’s four-orbital model, i.e., transitions 





Figure 11. Electronic absorption spectrum of free-base meso-triphenylcorrole, H3[TPC]. 
 
Free-base porphyrinoids and many nontransition element complexes are generally also strongly 
fluorescent,31 with the exception of meso-aryl compounds with halogens at the phenyl ortho-
position.32 Transition metal complexes typically quench the fluorescence.33 Heavy element 
porphyrins, however, exhibit phosphorescence,34 i.e., emission from long-lived triplet states, a 
property that also have been characterized and exploited for ReVO corroles. 
 
2.2  THE SYNTHESIS OF PORPHYRINS 
One-pot syntheses provide the most convenient methods for porphyrin preparation. In 1935, 
Rothemund published the first one-pot synthesis for free-base porphyrins by condensation of 
pyrrole and aldehydes in a sealed vessel at high temperature.35 This procedure was later 
modified to synthesise tetraphenylporphyrin by refluxing equimolar amounts of pyrrole and 
benzaldehyde in propionic acid.36 
The search for gentler methods of porphyrin resulted in one by Lindsey, where equimolar 
amounts of aldehyde and pyrrole were condensed in DCM catalysed by either trifluoroacetic 
acid or boron trifuoride-etherate under inert atmosphere, followed by oxidation by DDQ or p-




Figure 12. One-pot porphyrin synthesis through the condensation of pyrrole and an 
aromatic aldehyde. 
 
A variety of multistep approaches have been developed for the synthesis of unsymmetrical 
porphyrins. While these are largely outside the scope of this thesis, it is worth mentioning the 
most commonly used [2 + 2] addition of dipyrromethanes or dipyrromethenes. As shown in 
Figure 13, careful attention to symmetry considerations is required in this method. 
 
Figure 13. Symmetry problems for porphyrin synthesis through [2 + 2] addition. 
 
Due to dipyrromethanes’ sensitivity to acids, most of the early work was done on 
dipyrromethenes. A breakthrough in porphyrin synthesis came in 1960 with the MacDonald 
synthesis which used dipyrromethanes, as shown in Figure 14, yielding porphyrins in up to 60% 
yield. The author showed that a 1,9-diformyldipyrromethane could be condensed with either a 
1,9-di-unsubstituted dipyrromethane or its 1,9-dicarboxylic acid in the presence of an acid.38 A 
variant of the MacDonald synthesis played a significant role in Woodward’s chlorophyll a 




Figure 14. MacDonald's [2 + 2] porphyrin synthesis. 
 
To avoid the use of large quantities of chlorinated solvents, porphyrin chemists have searched 
for “greener” methods of porphyrin synthesis. One of the most promising approaches so far has 
involved ionic liquids, which may act as both solvents and catalysts, besides the fact that they 
are also reusable. Certain of the syntheses resulted in yields ~40%, thus rivalling Lindsey’s 
conditions.40,41 
 
2.3  SUBPORPHYRINS 
Subporphyrins are a class of contracted porphyrins containing three pyrroles linked by methine 
bridges from an aldehyde. In 2007, Kobayashi et al. published a procedure for preparation of 
meso-aryl-substituted subporphyrins, as shown in Figure 15.42 Their synthesis, however, has so 
far only yielded the boron complex and removal of the central boron has proven difficult. 
 
Figure 15. Synthetic route to boron-containing subporphyrins. Reused with permission 
from ref. 42. Copyright © 2007, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
 
One year later the same group also published a synthesis for preparation of free-base triphyrins, 
with a two-carbon bridge between two of the pyrrole rings, via a modified Lindsey 
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condensation, as shown in Figure 16.43 Two groups subsequently published protocols for the 
synthesis of meso-unsubstituted and -unsubstituted triphyrins through McMurry coupling.44,45  
 
Figure 16.  Synthesis of  meso-aryl-substituted [14]triphyrin(2.1.1), (i) p-RC6H4CHO, 
BF3•Et2O, DCM, r.t., 12 h; (ii) p-chloranil, 2 h; (iii) 220˚C, 2 mmHg, 20 min.  Reused with 
permission from ref. 43. Copyright © 2008, American Chemical Society. 
 
The preparation of free-base triphyrins led to the investigation of new metal complexes.44,46 
Triphyrin complexes are thus known for Mn(I), Re(I), Ru(II), and Pt(II), and Pt(IV). In Figure 
17, whereas d8 Pt(II) leads to a square-planar complex involving only two of the triphyrin 
nitrogens, d6 Pt(IV) affords an octahedral complex with full coordination by the triphyrin.43-46 
 
Figure 17. Pt(IV) and Pt(II) triphyrin complexes. Reproduced with permission ref. 46. 
Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society. 
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2.4  N-CONFUSED PORPHYRINS 
Whereas porphyrins contain pyrroles linked via -carbons, an N-confused porphyrin has one 
or more pyrroles links via an carbon and a carbon with the rest of the molecule, as shown 
in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18. From left to right: singly, doubly, triply, and fully N-confused porphyrins. 
 
N-confused porphyrins are generally obtained as by-products of one-pot syntheses, as 
illustrated in Figure 19.47 The best yields, however, have been obtained by using a modified 
MacDonald synthesis using a dialdehyde and a tripyrrane via a [3 + 1] addition.48 
 
Figure 19. Synthesis of singly N-confused porphyrin via condensation of an aromatic 
aldehyde and pyrrole in 5-7% yield, which also yielded the porphyrin (~20%). 
 
The first doubly N-confused porphyrin was synthesized in low yield in 2001 via the [2 + 2] 




Figure 20. Synthesis of a doubly N-confused porphyrin from an N-confused 
dipyrromethane. 
 
N-confused porphyrins generally yield square-planar or square-pyramidal complexes. For 
singly N-confused porphyrins Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au, Rh, and Cu complexes are known, while 
for doubly confused porphyrins Cu, Ag, Pd, and Rh complexes have been reported.50 
 
2.5  EXPANDED PORPHYRINS 
Sapphyrins and other expanded porphyrins exhibit significant absorption in red and near-
infrared and are therefore of interest from the point of view of photodynamic therapy.51 By a 
modified Lindsey condensation with high concentrations pyrrole and aldehyde (67 mM each) 
and 4.2 mM boron trifluoride diethyl etherate, a mixture with nine different expanded so-called 
[n]phyrins were obtained, as shown in Figure 21. The compounds could all be separated with 
column chromatography.52 
 
Figure 21. Synthesis of the [n]phyrins. 
 
Among the [n]phyrins, hexaphyrin has exhibited quite remarkable, new coordination chemistry. 
Thus, hexaphyrin can act as a binucleating ligand, coordinating either one or two gold atoms 
(Figure 22). Compared to the free base (~550 nm), the digold(III) complex exhibits a 




Figure 22. X-ray structure of mono- and digold hexaphyrin. Reused with permission from 
ref. 51. Copyright © 2005, American Chemical Society. 
 
2.6  SAPPHYRINS 
Sapphyrins, which got their name from their blue colour, have not been very extensively 
studied. They were first reported in 1973 during Woodward’s total synthesis of vitamin B12.53 
A second, multistem synthesis was published in 1982 but it resulted in a poor final yield.54 
Because of their poor availability,55 the coordination chemistry of sapphyrins has not been 
studied in depth. However, they have been shown to coordinate the uranyl cation and the 
resulting complex has been found to exhibit interesting peripheral reactivity, as shown in Figure 
23.56 
 
Figure 23. Reactivity of a uranyl sapphyrin. Reused with permission from ref. 56. 




2.7  PORPHYRAZINES AND PHTHALOCYANINES 
Porphyrazines and phthalocyanines are porphyrin analogues where the meso carbon have been 
substituted by nitrogens. They are purely synthetic compounds and have been widely used in 
numerous applications due to their high thermal, chemical, and photochemical stability.57,58 
Their synthesis generally involve cyclopolymerization reactions that proceed in moderate to 
quite good yields (45 – 80%), as shown in Figure 24.59,60  
 
 
Figure 24. Syntheses of the porphyrazine and phthalocyanine ring systems. Reused with 
permission from ref. 60. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
 
Because C-N bonds are shorter than C-C bonds with the same bond order, porphyrazines and 
phthalocyanines have smaller N4 cores than porphyrins, which leads to distinctive properties as 
ligands. Thus, the smaller N4 core of octaethylporphyrazine leads to an S = 3/2 ground state for 
Fe[OEPz]Cl, compared to an S = 5/2 ground state for Fe[OEP]Cl and most other FeCl 
porphyrins.61 
 
2.8  CORROLAZINE 
The interaction of a porphyrazine with a phosphorus electrophile such as PBr3 results in low 
yields of ring-contracted product – a phosphorus corrolazine.62 The phosphorus proved difficult 
to remove but the free ligand was finally obtained under reductive conditions with an excess of  
Na/NH3, as shown in Figure 25. The tetrabenzo analogue – tetrabenzocorrolazine – has also 




Figure 25. Preparation of corrolazine through ring contraction of a porphyrazine and 
demetalation. 
 
Like corroles, corrolazines have been found to yield high-oxidation-state complexes as well as 
catalysts. However, because of their inaccessibility, corrolazines never reached the popularity 
that corroles enjoy.64 
 
2.9  HYDROPORPHYRINS 
Hydroporphyrins, or reduced porphyrins, include chlorin, bacterochlorin, and isobacterichlorin 
(Figure 3), which occur naturally in various chlorophylls.65 A variety of synthetic approaches 
have been developed for these ring systems, including several [2 + 2] strategies such as the 
MacDonald synthesis, as shown in Figure 26.66,67 Chlorins, bacteriochlorins, and 
isobacteriochlorins exhibit strong Q bands in the red or near-infrared,68 these can be redshifted 
even further with appropriate conjugated substituents. Hydroporphyrins therefore are of great 




Figure 26. Four syntheses of the free-base chlorin. Adapted with permission from ref. 68b. 




2.10  CORROLES 
The first synthesis of a corrole was reported by Johnson and Kay in 1964 in the course of their 
unsuccessful attempt to synthesize corrin, the macrocyclic ring system of Vitamin B12.71 
Progress from that point on was slow, until 1999, when two groups led by Gross72 and 
Paolesse73 independently reported one-pot syntheses of meso-triarylcorroles. Gross’s “solvent-
free” method employed pyrrole and pentafluorobenzaldehyde in the presence of a solid support 
(silica or alumina) at 100˚C for 4 hours, followed by DDQ oxidation (Figure 27). 
 
 
Figure 27. Gross's solvent-free corrole synthesis on a solid support. 
 
Paolesse employed a Rothemund-like procedure, employing a 3:1 mixture of pyrrole and 
benzaldehyde in refluxing acetic acid for 4 hours (Figure 28). 
 
 
Figure 28. Paolesse's synthesis of meso-triphenylcorrole. 
 
Ghosh et al.74 extended Gross’s method to aromatic aldehydes other than benzaldehyde as well 




Figure 29. Ghosh's synthesis of free-base octafluorocorroles. 
 
All of the above syntheses proceeded in poor yields, ranging from 5-20%. The syntheses proved 
practical only because of their simple, one-pot procedure. 
In 2006, Gryko and co-workers reported a substantially improved synthesis for corroles.75 Their 
protocol involved two steps: the interaction of an aldehyde and pyrrole (2:1 molar ratio) in an 
acidified water-methanol (1:1) mixture, followed by extraction and oxidation of the resulting 
bilane with p-chloranil or DDQ (Figure 30). The method routinely led to yields above 20%. 
 
Figure 30. One-pot synthesis of corrole through Gryko’s water-methanol method. 
 
In the same publication, the authors also reported a procedure for the preparation of trans-A2B 
triarlycorroles. The synthesis required an additional step, namely the synthesis of an 
arlydipyrromethane (Figure 31). 
 
Figure 31. Synthesis of A2B corroles. 
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Soon thereafter, the Gryko group reported an optimized procedure for the synthesis of 5-
aryldipyrromethanes (Figure 32).76 The method, which involves the interaction of an aromatic 
aldehyde and pyrrole (1:3) in water acidified with HCl, yieldeds 5-aryldipyrromethane in 
excellent yields (80-97%). 
 
 
Figure 32. Gryko’s synthesis of 5-aryldipyrromethanes. 
 
Like porphyrins, corroles are aromatic molecules with rich spectroscopic properties. Free-base 
and nontransition metal corroles are generally fluorescent. First-row transition metal corroles, 
like their porphyrin analogue, are generally nonluminescent. On the other hand, many 5d 
metallocorroles, including ReO corroles reported in this thesis, exhibit near-IR 
phosphorescence.77 Corrole derivatives, however, have only been applied to a limited extent in 





2.11  METALLOCORROLE COMPLEXES 
The coordination chemistry of corroles has grown vigorously over the last two decades and the 
“periodic table of corroles” (Figure 33) is today almost as extensive as “the periodic table of 
porphyrins”. Thus, nearly all transition metals and many main-group and f-elements have been 
complexed to corroles. Despite their superficial similarity to porphyrins, corroles exhibit 
substantially different coordination chemistry, including a variety of high-valent complexes. 
This difference reflects primarily two factors, a contracted N4 core relative to porphyrins and a 
3- rather than 2- charge as ligands.  
 
Figure 33. The periodic table of corroles. The blue shaded elements are those known to be 
coordinated to a corrole up to November 2017. The red-framed are those included in this 
thesis. Adapted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical 
Society. 
 





2.11.1  The s- and p-block complexes 
Among s-block elements, only lithium has been coordinated to corroles and a dilithium-corrole- 
anion, has been structurally characterised, as shown in Figure 34.78 In the hands of Arnold and 
co-workers, lithiated corroles proved to be important starting materials for the synthesis of early 
transition metal and f-block metal corrole derivatives, as depicted for Group IV metallocorroles 
in Figure 35.79 
 
Figure 34. Synthesis of lithium corrole complexes. Reproduced with permission from ref. 
78. Copyright © 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
 
Figure 35. Syntheses of Group IV metallocorroles from lithiated corrole. Reused with 




Several meso-triarylcorrole derivatives of the p-block elements have been synthesized, 
including those of Ge,80 Sn,80,81 Pb,82 P,80,83,84 Sb,85 and Bi,86 as shown in Figure 36. Among the 
most interesting of these complexes are the boron corroles, in which boron acts as a binucleating 
ligand.87 Like free-base corroles, many of the complexes involving lighter p-block elements 
such as Al, P, and Ga are strongly fluorescent, with great potential in the area of medical 
imaging.88,90 
 
Figure 36. Syntheses of Group 13, 14, and 15 meso-triarylcorrole complexes. 
 
2.11.2  The d-block elements 
The 3d metallocorroles have been intensively studied, especially those involving the elements 
Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Cu. The complexes are generally easily synthesized and many exhibit novel 
reactivity and catalytic activity, for instance activation of O2.91 
The first chromium corroles were prepared from 7,8,12,13-tetraethyl-2,3,17,18- 
tetramethylcorrole and CrCl2 in refluxing DMF.92 Subsequently CrVO corroles have been more 
conveniently prepared from meso-triarylcorroles and Cr(CO)6 in refluxing toluene.93 
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Manganese complexes can be prepared by direct metalation of octaalkylcorroles using 
Mn2(CO)10 in refluxing toluene or Mn(OAc)3 in refluxing DMF.94,95 Preparation of manganese 
meso-triarylcorroles can be made by refluxing the free-base with Mn(OAc)3 in either DMF, 
MeOH or pyridine.96-99 Using Mn(III)-meso-triarylcorrole it has been possible to further oxidise 
manganese to higher states100. Some of these routes are shown in Figure 37. Among these the 
MnVO has been investigated as possible electron-, oxygen-, and hydrogen atom transfer 
agents.101-102 
 
Figure 37. Syntheses and key transformations of Mn corroles. 
 
Iron corroles can be prepared by several procedures. The first one reported used 
octamethylcorrole and FeCl3 in DMF at reflux.94 It was also possible to prepare using Fe(CO)5 
in toluene at reflux.94 Preparation of Iron(III) meso-triarylcorroles can also be done by almost 
identical methods.103 As with manganese corroles, a wide range of axially ligated iron corroles 
have been reported in recent years. Figure 38 shows some of the major synthetic 
transformations involving iron corroles. Iron corroles have been under extensive investigation 





Figure 38. Schematic diagram of the major synthetic transformations involving Fe 
corroles. Reused with permission from ref. 106b. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical 
Society. 
 
Cobalt corroles are easily made by reacting a free-base corrole with Co(II)(OAc)2 in either 
refluxing pyridine or in MeOH and in presence of PPh3,108,109 conditions that yield CoIII-corrole 
with either two pyridines or one PPh3 as axial ligand. 
Nickel corroles have been made from β-octaalkylcorrole and either NiCl2 in CH2Cl2/MeOH or 
Ni(OAc)2 in DMF. EPR studies have indicated that nickel does not exist as Ni(III) but rather as 
Ni(II) in conjunction with a corrole radical.110  
Copper is easily inserted into corroles using Cu(II) salt such as Cu(OAc)2. The resulting 
formally Cu(III) salts are actually better viewed as CuII-corrole•2- metalloradicals, where 
antiferromagnetic coupling between the Cu(dx2-y2) electron and the corrole radical leads to 
significant saddling of the corrole macrocycle. Copper corroles are also readily β-
octabrominated and the resulting Cu β-octabromocorrole serve as starting material for other 
transformations such as Suzuki-Miaryura coupling. A very useful property of Cu corroles is 
that they can be demetallated under reductive conditions (e.g., 5-200 eq. of FeCl2 or SnCl2 and 




2.11.3  The 4d metallocorroles 
As of today, Zr, Mo, Tc (this work), Ru, Rh, and Ag of the 4d transition series have been 
coordinated to a corrole and the products structurally characterized. The syntheses generally 
involve a high-boiling solvent and are carried out under more forcing conditions compared with 
3d metallocorroles. 
As shown in Figure 35, Arnold and co-workers have prepared Zr corroles via the interaction of 
a lithiated corrole with CpZrCl3 or ZrCl4 at a low temperature in an aprotic solvent.78 
Molybdenum corroles have been prepared by refluxing a free-base corrole with Mo(CO)6, in 
decalin.112 The product is either a molybdenum(V)-oxo-corrole or a molybdenum(VI) 
biscorrole, depending on whether oxygen is strictly excluded or not. Molybdenum(V)-oxo 
corroles undergo one-electron metal-center reduction; thus, addition of trimesitylvanadium(III) 
or bromo(mesityl)magnesium bromide to a Mo(V)-oxo corrole in THF resulted in the 
immediate formation of the binuclear molybdenum(IV)-oxo corrole complex depicted in Figure 
39. 
 
Figure 39. A binuclear molybdenum(IV) corrole. Reused with permission from ref. 27. 
Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society 
 
Early attempts at synthesizing ruthenium corroles via the reaction of a free-base corrole with 
Ru3(CO)12 or RuCl3 failed and led instead to the corresponding porphyrin.94 Subsequently Ru 
corroles were prepared by several groups, from a free-base corrole and [Ru(cod)Cl2]2 in 
refluxing 2-methoxyethanol in the presence of trimethylamine (Figure 40).113,114 In the absence 
of other additives, the product is a chemically inert metal-metal-bonded Ru corrole dimer. Later 
it was found that the initially formed mononuclear Ru-corrole intermediates could be trapped 
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by NaNO2, affording RuNO corroles. Prolonged heating resulted in deoxygenation of the RuNO 
corrole, leading to ruthenium(VI)-nitrido corroles, which have been structurally characterized. 
 
Figure 40. Synthetic routes to Ru meso-triarylcorroles. Reused with permission from ref. 
114b. Copyright © 2017, American Chemical Society. 
 
By comparison, rhodium is rather simply inserted into corroles. The interaction of free-base 
corroles with [Rh(CO)2Cl]2 in the presence of PPh3 and K2CO3 in an aprotic solvent affords 
rhodium(III) corroles axially coordinated to a PPh3 ligand.103 Electrochemical analyses of 
Rh(III)-PPh3--octamethylcorrole showed that the π-system was oxidised while the reduction 
was at the Rh-metal center.115 
Silver(III) corroles are also easily prepared by stirring free-base corroles in hot pyridine with 
an excess of silver(I) acetate.116 Interestingly, silver(III) corroles undergoes facile reductive 




2.11.4  The 5d Metallocorroles 
The 5d metallocorroles have only been synthesized recently. 
The first metallocorrole was obtained accidentally in 1998 via ring contraction of meso-
tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)porphyrin upon reflux with Re2(CO)10 in with benzonitrile, as shown 
in Figure 41.117 Under these conditions, the rhenium(V)-oxo-corrole complex was obtained in 
~9% yield. 
 
Figure 41. Accidental synthesis of an ReVO corrole via ring contraction of meso-
tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)porphyrin. 
 
Subsequently, in 2008, Gray and co-workers reported iridium(III) corroles, which marked the 
serious beginning of the 5d metallocorrole field. The complexes were all prepared by refluxing 
a free-base corrole with [Ir(cod)Cl]2 and K2CO3 in THF under argon. The initially obtained 
iridium(I)-corrole-cod product was converted to iridium(III) corroles upon exposure to air or to 
another oxidant. In the presence of a ligand such as ammonia or pyridine, the product is obtained 
in axially bis-ligated form.118-120 Iridium corroles are electron-rich and readily undergo 
octabromination upon exposure to elemental bromine.119 
Gold corroles were next in line and was reported nearly simultaneously by the Ghosh121 and 
Gross122 groups. Both groups used -octabromo-meso-triarylcorroles as substrates, with 
HAuCl4 leading directly to the Au(III) complexes. This method, however, could not be applied 
to simple triarylcorroles. Subsequently, a general method for Au(III) corroles were reported, 
consisting of the interaction of a free-base corrole with gold(III) acetate in pyridine at room 




Figure 42. Synthesis of Au(III) corroles. 
 
The synthesis of Pt corroles proved considerably more troublesome. They were finally accessed 
in low yield via a microwave synthesis involving the tetranuclear salt [Pt(OAc)2]4•2AcOH, a 
free-base corrole in benzonitrile, and microwave irradiation at 140-150˚C for 2 hours.123 
By comparison, osmium(VI)-nitrido corroles were synthesized in reasonably good yields via 
the interaction of a meso-triarylcorrole with Os3(CO)12 and NaN3 in refluxing diethylene glycol 
monomethyl ether/glycol (1:2 ratio) for 16 hours.124 
The early transition metal Hf on the other hand was inserted via the reaction of a lithiated corrole 
with HfCl4 in dimethoxyethane.125 The other early 5d metal Ta was similarly inserted using a 
lithiated corrole and TaMe3Cl2 via prolonged heating in toluene at 100˚C (Figure 43). The 
resulting TaVCl2 corrole could be derivatized to other complexes by displacing the chlorides 
with other nucleophiles. An alternative strategy for Ta insertion consisted of prolonged heating 
of a free-base corrole with TaBn3NtBu in toluene, as shown in Figure 44.126 
  
Figure 43. Synthesis of a dichlorotantalum corrole. Reused with permission from ref. 126. 




Figure 44.  Synthesis of an imidotantalum corrole and its subsequent protonolysis with 
alcohols. Reproduced with permission from ref. 126. Copyright © 2016, Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 
 
Tungsten corroles are known in two oxidation states, tungsten(V) and tungsten(VI). The first 
tungsten corrole was prepared via the reaction of tris(pentafluorophenyl)corrole and WCl6 in 
decalin at 180˚C, which resulted in a binuclear complex in which two tungsten(VI) corrole 
moieties were bridged by three oxygens. The interaction of a lithiated corrole with WCl6 in 
toluene at -40˚C on the other hand led to WVCl2 corrole.127 The latest contribution to tungsten 
corroles has come from our group in Tromsø in the form of a series of tungsten(VI) biscorroles, 
which were prepared by reacting free-base corroles with W(CO)6 under anaerobic conditions 
in decalin at 180˚C.128 These sandwich compounds are chiral and their stereochemically stable 




2.11.5  The f-block metallocorroles 
A total of six metallocorroles containing f-block elements have been synthesized to date. Of 
these, four belongs to the lanthanide series; lanthanum, europium, gadolinium, and terbium, 
and despite of their radioactive nature, thorium and uranium from the actinide series. A couple 
of points are worth noting: the synthetic strategies are similar to those used for early transition 
metal corroles, and, the large metal ions are displaced far above the corrole macrocycle (Figure 
45) 
 
Figure 45. Synthetic approaches to f-block metallocorroles. Adapted with permission 
from ref. 129. Copyright © 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. 
 
Lanthanum, gadolinium and terbium were presented in the same publication. Lanthanum and 
terbium were prepared by mixing free-base corrole and M[N(SiMe3)2]3 (M = La or Tb), 
respectively, in THF at room temperature and stirred for 12 hours. Gadolinium corrole complex 
were made starting with GdCl3 and the lithiated free-base corrole in THF at room temperature 
for 12 hours.129 
The europium corrole has only been reported as a triple-decker compound made by reaction of 
free-base corrole with the phthalocyanine complex in octanol.130-132 
Both the thorium and uranium corroles were made in high yields 93% and 83% respectively 
starting with ThCl4(DME)2 or UCl4 and lithiated free-base corrole in 1,2-dimethoxyethane at 




2.11.6  Water-soluble corroles 
To develop corroles as medical agents, water-soluble analogues were needed. Towards that end, 
several approaches were attempted. One obvious approach, based on the ready availability of 
cationic peripherally N-alkylated meso-tetrapyridylporphyrin,135 involves analogous meso-
tripyridylcorroles (Figure 46).134 The first such corrole that has been tried in PDT experiments 
is P1021, which is similar to the molecules depicted in Figure 46. Published protocols for the 
synthesis of meso-tris(4-pyridyl)corrole, however, result in miserable yields of 2% or so.136,137 
Accordingly, PDT researchers have sought additional types of water-soluble corroles. 
In a different approch to amphiphilic corroles, Gross et al., selectively obtained the corrole 
disulfonic acid shown in Figure 47 via brief interaction (5 minutes) of 
tris(pentafluorophenyl)corrole with chlorosulfonic acid.138 The speed, simplicity, and high-
yielding nature of the synthesis led to the synthesis of the corresponding Ga(III) complex and 
its exploration as a promising in vivo imaging agent.139 
 
 
Figure 46. Cationic meso-pyridyl corroles. 
 
 
Figure 47. A corrole disulfonic acid synthesized by Gross and coworkers. 
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Ghosh et al. published yet a third route to amphiphilic corroles via alkaline hydrolysis of Au 
meso-triarylcorroles with carboxylate ester functionalities (Figure 48).22 The corresponding Au 
corrole-acids have been found to exhibit excellent cytotoxicity against AY27 rat bladder cancer 
cells under blue light illumination.  
 
Figure 48. Synthesis of water-soluble Au(III) corroles through ester hydrolysis. 
 
 
2.11.7  Innocent and noninnocent corroles 
For many metallocorroles, the question arises as to whether the corrole is innocent or 
noninnocent. A ligand is said to be noninnocent when the oxidation state of the coordinated 
metal is uncertain or ambiguous from a casual inspection of the molecular or structural formula. 
First-row transition metal corroles provide many instances of noninnocent corrole ligands. 
Although fully coordinated corrole ligands are formally 3-, noninnocent corrole ligands have 
varying degrees of •2- character. 
Although, noninnocent character have been determined by several spectroscopy techniques, 
have the most convenient probe come from UV-vis spectra. A large number of studies have 
shown that for noninnocent metallocorroles, the Soret maximum redshifts markedly with 
increasing electron-donation para substituents. Thus, as shown in Table 1, two different classes 
of corroles has emerged. According to this the ReVO and 99TcVO triarylcorroles included in this 
thesis are innocent and do not show redshift in UV-vis depending on substituents. 
Electrochemical redox potentials provide another simple clue to ligand noninnocence. For 
redox-inactive coordinated atom, the electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap is approximately 
2.1 V for both porphyrin and corrole derivatives. This is simply the π-π* energy gap of the 
macrocycle. For noninnocent metallocorroles and even innocent metallocorroles with redox-
active coordinated metals, the electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap is typically substantially 
smaller. Again, for the ReVO and 99TcVO the electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap is 2.1-2.2 V. 
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Two of the best classes of noninnocent metallocorroles are FeCl and Cu corroles. For both 
metals, evidence of ligand noninnocent has come from a variety of analytical sources including 
the two discussed above. The findings have been strongly supported by DTF calculations.  
 
Table 1. Soret maxima (nm) of metal-tris(p-X-phenyl)corrole complexes classified 
according to their innocent and noninnocent character. 
 para-substituent  
Series CF3 H CH3 OCH3 
 
Reference 






407 413 418 433 
402 411 421 426 
423 433 441 - 












417 417 417 421 
423 423 423 423 
418 419 420 420 
430 426 427 427 











3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: COORDINATION CHEMISTRY 
 
3.1  RHENIUM(V)-OXO-COMPLEXES 
A major aim of this project was to synthesise phosphorescent 5d metallocorroles that could 
potentially act as sensitisers in photodynamic therapy experiments. Hence, I turned my focus 
to develop a general synthetic route for rhenium corrole complexes, to which little was known 
prior to my work. The only known Re corrole was synthesized accidentally via ring contraction 
of meso-tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)porphyrin in the presence of dirhenium decacarbonyl, 
Re2CO10, as described in Chapter 2. The synthetic route that I developed is shown in Figure 49. 
The meso-aryl substituent can be varied considerably, affording a wide range of electronically 
tuned ReVO corroles. 
 
Figure 49. General synthetic method for synthesis of ReVO corroles. 
 
When a free-base corrole (1 eq), Re2(CO)10 (4 eq), and K2CO3 were dissolved in decalin (15 
mL) and heated to ~180˚C with constant stirring in an inert argon atmosphere, a color change 
occurred from dark green to red/brown after 40 minutes. The Soret maximum was seen to 




Figure 50. Electronic absorption spectrum of free-base H3[TPC] and Re[TPC](O). 
 
The reaction was essentially complete after 3 hours, whereupon the reaction mixture was cooled 
to room temperature and processed via silica gel chromatography, as described in Chapter 8. 
The yields were slightly improved upon increasing the reaction time from 3 hours to overnight. 




Table 2. UV-vis absorption maxima (max, nm) of ReVO complexes. 
 
As shown in in Table 3, electronspray ionization mass spectra indicated a molecular formula 
consisting of ‘Re + corrolate + O’, consistent with a ReVO corrole. 
 
Table 3. ESI-MS analyses for ReO complexes. 
 
From the 1H NMR spectra, it was clear that the compounds were diamagnetic. The temperature-
dependent behaviour and non-equivalence of the ortho and meta protons for a given aryl 
substituent were consistent with a square-pyramidal complex, in which the two faces of the 
corrole are different. Comparison of room-temperature and cold-temperature, -20˚C, 1H NMR 
for Re[TpOCH3PC](O) is shown in Figure 51. As shown in Figure 53, COSY analyses led to 
full assignment of all the protons in the various complexes; the assignments were also in 
agreement with the integrals, as shown in Figure 54. 
Complex 
max (nm) 
Soret Q Q 
Re[TpCF3PC](O) 440 553 586 
Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O) 441 555 587 
Re[TpCO2HPC](O) 439 553 585 
Re[TmCO2CH3PC](O) 439 553 586 
Re[TmCO2HPC](O) 438 553 586 
Re[TpFPC](O) 440 554 586 
Re[TPC](O) 440 554 586 
Re[TpCH3PC](O) 442 556 588 
Re[TpOCH3PC](O) 443 557 590 
PtTPTBP 430 564 614 
Complex Formula Expected Calculated 
Re[TpCF3PC](O) C40H20N4F9ORe 930.10 929.81 
Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O) C43H297N4O7Re 900.16 900.15 
Re[TmCO2CH3PC](O) C43H297N4O7Re 900.16 900.16 
Re[TpFPC](O) C37H20F3N4ORe 780.11 779.84 
Re[TPC](O) C37H23N4ORe 726.14 725.81 
Re[TpCH3PC](O) C40H29N4ORe 768.18 767.89 




Figure 51. Temperature-dependent 1H NMR spectra of Re[TpOCH3PC](O) corrole, 
20˚C (top) and -20˚C (bottom).  
 
 
Figure 52. Molecular structure of ReVO corroles. The proton numbering refers to the 






Figure 53. 1H COSY of Re[TpOCH3PC](O) showing phenyl proton pattern. Numbering 
refers to proton numbering in Figure 52. 
 
 
Figure 54. 1H NMR of Re[TpOCH3PC](O) with integrations for Figure 53. 
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For all the Re complexes, IR spectra revealed a band at 984± 6 cm-1 (Table 4) consistent with a 
Re-O triple bond, as expected for a ReVO corrole.142 The existence of a ReO triple bond follows 
from ligand field theory, whereby the two d electrons of Re(V) occupy the 5dxy orbital, whereas 
the 5dxz and 5dyz accept the oxygen’s 2px and 2py lone pairs, respectively, via π-bonds, as 
depicted in Figure 55. The strong metal-oxygen triple bond in ReVO and 99TcVO corroles 
accounts for the great stability of these complexes. 
 
Table 4. Redox potentials and Re-O stretching frequencies for ReO complexes. 
Complex 1/2ox (V) 1/2red (V)  (V) ReO (cm-1) 
Re[TpCF3PC](O) 1.10 -1.16 2.26 990 
Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O) 1.06 -1.15 2.21 989 
Re[TmCO2CH3PC](O) 1.05 -1.21 2.25 985 
Re[TpFPC](O) 1.01 -1.23 2.24 992 
Re[TPC](O) 0.98 -1.26 2.24 992 
Re[TpCH3PC](O) 0.94 -1.29 2.23 984 
Re[TpOCH3PC](O) 0.93 -1.29 2.22 978 
 
 
Figure 55. Electronic configuration of ReO corroles according to crystal field(left) and 





The above spectroscopic analyses were borne out by single-crystal X-ray crystallography. All 
crystals were obtained by carefully layering concentrated DCM solutions with n-hexane. A total 
of five structures were all solved at the Advanced Light Source, Berkeley, California, by staff 
scientist Dr. Kevin Gagnon. An example of an X-ray structure obtained is shown in Figure 56. 
Table 5 lists key metrical parameters of the complexes. Although the metal-nitrogen bond 
distance are not too different from those in 3d metallocorroles, the corrole in each molecule is 
strongly domed and the Re is sharply displaced from the corrole N4 plane by ~0.7 Å, illustrating 
the steric demands of the Re atom. 
 
Figure 56. X-ray structure of Re[TpOCH3PC](O). 
 
Table 5. Selected crystallographic geometry parameters for ReVO triarylcorroles. 
Distance 
[Å] 
Re[TpCF3PC](O) Re[TpFPC](O) Re[TPC](O) Re[TpCH3PC](O) Re[TpOCH3PC](O) 
Re-N1 1.986 1.987 1.986 1.977 1.989 
Re-N2 2.000 2.012 2.2005 2.006 2.007 
Re-N3 2.014 2.006 2.004 2.004 2.007 
Re-N4 1.988 1.995 1.990 1.981 1.985 
Re-O 1.677 1.668 1.677 1.681 1.685 
Re-N4 0.694 0.704 0.704 0.0694 0.689 
 
As shown in Table 2, the Soret maxima are near constant, shifting by only ~3 nm across the 
various ReVO triarylcorroles studied. This consistency is indicative of an innocent corrole, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. An innocent corrole was also indicated by cyclic voltammetry, which 
revealed a large HOMO-LUMO gap of ~2.24 eV, as shown in Table 4, indicating that one-
electron oxidation and reduction involve the corrole π-system. 
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The ReVO triarylcorroles were found to exhibit room temperature phosphorescence in anoxic 
toluene. The phosphorescence analysis were provided by Dr. Sergey Borisov of the Technical 
University of Graz, Austria. The observed emission was completely quenched upon exposure 
to oxygen, as expected for phosphorescence. Platinum(II) tetraphenylbenzoporphyrin 
(PtTPTBP) was used as the standard for these measurements. As shown in Table 6, the 
compounds exhibit relatively long phosphorescence lifetimes of 55-66 µs, but low 
luminescence quantum yields of 2.6-3.7%. The long phosphorescence lifetimes are thought to 
be critical to the complexes’ efficacy as singlet oxygen sensitisers in the photodynamic therapy 
experiments carried out in this study. 
 
Table 6. Emission maxima (max,em, nm), phosphorescence lifetimes (µs), and quantum 
yields () of ReVO triarylcorroles. 
Complex max,em    (%) 
Re[TpCF3PC](O) 777 61 3.7 
Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O) 776 66 2.8 
Re[TpFPC](O) 775 65 2.9 
Re[TPC](O) 770 61 2.8 
Re[TpCH3PC](O) 782 59 2.6 
Re[TpOCH3PC](O) 788 55 2.6 
PtTPTBP 770 48  51 
 
 
3.1.1  Attempts at bromination 
It was of great interest to fully brominate the -positions of the ReVO triarylcorroles – it was 
hoped that the products would exhibit enhanced phosphorescence due to the heavy atom effect. 
Two synthetic approaches were attempted, as outlined in Figure 57. Neither worked as hoped, 
with each leading to an inseparable mixture of polybrominated complexes. 
Metal insertion into pre-formed -octabromocorroles ligands,111 an approach that has worked 
for Au corroles, among others, led to partial debromination in the case of ReVO triarylcorroles.  
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Direct -octabromination with elemental bromine has been shown to work for Cu and Ir119 
corroles. In the case of ReVO triarylcorroles, however, even a large excess of bromine and long 
reaction times led to a mixture of penta-, hexa-, and hepta-brominated products. 
The reason for the failure of the above two approaches may lie in the inherent instability of the 
ReVO -octabromocorrole complexes. The strongly domed geometries of these complexes may 
result in prohibitive steric interactions among the three meso-aryl and eight bromo 
complexes. However, preliminary analyses suggest that the desired octabrominated product 
was obtained for Re[TpCH3PC](O) and, with careful optimization, the product may even be 
isolable in reasonable yield.  
 
Figure 57. Two different paths toward octabromination of Re corroles. 
 
3.1.2 Amphiphilic ReVO corroles  
For photodynamic therapy experiments with rhenium corroles, water-soluble complexes were 
needed. Toward that end, the synthesis of N-alkylated meso-pyridylcorrole ligands were 
explored (Figure 46), following literature procedures.143 Unfortunately, several attempts to 
synthesize 4-pyridyl- and 3-pyridyl- corroles led to the corresponding porphyrins instead. In 
particular, several variations of Grykos’s water-methanol method, including different acid 
concentrations and longer reaction times, also failed. Accordingly, the attention was turned to 
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para- and meta-carboxylated ReVO triarylcorroles. For that, rhenium was inserted into the 
corresponding ester-appended corroles and the resulting complexes were hydrolysed with alkali 
in aqueous THF (Figure 58). 
 
Figure 58. Synthesis of carboxylated ReVO corroles via ester hydrolysis. 
 
3.2  99-TECHNETIUM(V)-OXO COMPLEXES  
A key point of interest with regard to Re corroles was that they could serve as a stepping stone 
to technetium corroles, which were unknown prior to this work. Further, the hope was that a 
synthesis for 99Tc corroles could lead to 99mTc corroles. The Tc insertion work was carried out 
(by me) in the laboratory of Prof. Roger Alberto at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, where 
excellent facilities are available for the necessary radiochemical operations. 
For synthetic purposes, I used starting materials based on the long-lived 99Tc isotope (t1/2 = 
211,000 years), including 99TcCl4 and (Et4N)2[99TcI(CO)3Cl3].144 Two different solvents were 
tried for the 99Tc insertion – DMSO and decalin. Of the different conditions examined, only 
(Et4N)2[TcI(CO)3Cl3] in decalin at ~170˚C led to the desired 99TcVO corrole products. As for 
rhenium, the yields was improved by increasing the reaction time. Although larger quantities 
of solvent were initially employed, the volume was subsequently reduced to only a few drops, 
just enough to produce a slurry. 
Although rhenium insertion into free-base corroles is accompanied by a change in colour from 
green to red, 99Tc insertion was not accompanied by an obvious colour change. Product 
formation was tested with TLC analysis, which also helped identify ratio of DCM/n-hexane as 
eluent for column chromatography. After column chromatographic separation, the fractions 
were tested with liquid scintillation counting (LSC) to determine the amount of radioactivity. 
The radioactive fraction was then analysed with 1H NMR spectroscopy. 
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As for ReVO corroles, 1H NMR spectra had to be acquired at low-temperature to distinguish 
between the ortho and meta protons on a given phenyl ring. Furthermore, IR analysis revealed 
a TcO band at 973 ± 5 cm-1 for all the products, strongly suggesting the formation of the 
expected 99TcVO corroles (Table 7). Single-crystal X-ray structure determinations were 
attempted on all the products, but a high-quality structure was only obtained for 
99Tc[TpOCH3PC](O), as shown in Figure 59. Key metrical parameters for the structure, 
including the M-N distances (1.992 Å) and M-N4 displacement (0.68 Å), were similar to those 
observed for ReVO corroles (Table 5). 
 
Table 7. Redox potentials (V vs. SCE) and Tc-O stretching frequencies 99TcO corroles. 
 
 
Figure 59. X-ray structure of 99Tc[TpOCH3PC](O). 
 
As in the case of ReO corroles, the Soret maxima of the 99TcO corroles did not shift with the 
meso-aryl para-substituent. Interestingly, however, the Soret maxima of the ReO corroles 
exhibited a substantial redshift of about 35 nm relative to the 99TcO corroles (Table 8, Figure 
62). This difference was analysed by my colleague Dr. Hugo Vazquez-Lima and ascribed to 
relativistic effects in the Re case, whereby the 5d orbitals are substantially destabilized relative 
Complex 1/2ox  1/2red    TcO (cm-1) 
99Tc[TpCF3PC](O) 1.28 -0.79 2.07 977 
99Tc[TPC](O) 1.18 -0.91 2.09 970 
99Tc[TpCH3PC](O) 1.16 -0.90 2.06 972 
99Tc[TpOCH3PC](O) 1.15 -0.89 2.04 968 
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to the Tc 4d orbitals. This difference in turn affects metal(d)-corrole(LUMO) orbital 
interactions, which explained the observed spectral shift. 
 
Table 8. UV-vis absorption maxima (max, nm) of 99Tc complexes. 
 
 
Figure 60. Electronic absorption spectra of 99Tc[TPC](O) and Re[TPC](O). 
 
In another key distinction between ReO and 99TcO corroles, cyclic voltammetry measurements 
revealed a slightly smaller electrochemical HOMO-LUMO gap of ~2.02 eV for the 99TcO 
corroles, which is ~0.20 eV lower than that observed for the ReO series (Table 7, Figure 59)  A 























Complex max (nm) 
Soret Q Q 
99Tc[TpCF3PC](O) 410 468 528 
99Tc[TPC](O) 410 468 584 
99Tc[TpCH3PC](O) 412 463 580 
99Tc[TpOCF3PC](O) 413 556 588 
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However, the lower HOMO-LUMO gap in the Tc case might also signify Tc-centered 
reduction. My limited time in Zürich did not permit a spectroelectrochemical investigation at 
this point.  
 








4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY 
EXPERIMENTS 
The photodynamic therapy (PDT) experiments were performed at the Department of Cancer 
Research and Molecular Medicine, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 
Trondheim, Norway, together with co-supervisor Odrun A. Gederaas. 
All experiments were performed in duplicate, including dark toxicity tests and light treatment 
control experiments (without photosensitizer). 
4.1 CELL VIABILITY ASSAY 
The MTT assay is a well-known method for measuring the number of living cells after an in 
vitro cytotoxicity experiment. The water-soluble yellow tetrazolium salt 3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) is converted to water-insoluble  
purple formazan crystals only by living cells. Accordingly, the MTT assay allows one to 
optically visualise whether a batch of cells is alive or dead, as there will be a yellow solution 
for dead cells and a purple one for living cells. By using a spectrophotometer, it is possible to 
quantitate the proportion of living versus dead cells (described in detail in section 4.2.1).145 
4.2 LIGHT SOURCE 
In the phototoxicity measurements, cells at room temperature were illuminated from below by 
a LumiSource® (PCI Biotech AS, Oslo) light source. The lamp is designed to provide 
homogenous illumination of living cells in an in vitro setting across an area of 45 x 17 cm. The 
lamp consists of four tubes (4 x 18W Osram L 18/67) that emit light at a peak wavelength of 
435 nm, resulting in 13 mW/cm2 light intensity at the cells.146 
4.3 CELL SURVIVAL STUDY 
Two cell lines were used in this study – AY27 rat bladder cancer cells and WiDr human colon 
cancer cells. One day before the experiments, the cells were seeded in Petri dishes (diameter 6 
cm, Nunc Denmark) at a density of 0.4 x 106 cells per dish. Stock solutions (1 mM) of meta-
carboxy, and para-carboxy ReVO corrole were prepared in K2CO3 solution (0.15 M) prior to 
further dissolving in RPMI medium and preparing the growth medium (10 M). After washing 
the cells with PBS, growth medium (10 M, 24 h 37˚C) was added in the dark. The dishes were 
washed in PBS, again, before exposing to blue light. After irradiation in PBS, cells were grown 
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(for 24 hours) in regular cultivation medium before performing MTT-assay (described in 
section 4.2.1). Control samples, which neither contained Re nor were exposed to light, were 
used. Also, dishes containing only Re were used as control to “dark toxicity”.   
Because of my limited time at NTNU, the concentration of the Re photosensitiser was chosen 
on the basis of similar experiments with gold corroles,22 as shown in Figure 62. A concentration 
of 10 M was used, and cell viability were tested on both meta and para gold corroles, as 
described earlier, in addition to viability studies of free-base corrole. Their study showed that 
the meta-carboxy gold corrole had an LD50 after ~3 minutes (lethal dose with 50% cell survival) 
and complete cell death after ~20 minutes, while the para-substituted gold corrole had an LD50 
after ~18 minutes and complete cell death after 40 minutes. The free-base corrole did not show 
any cell death at all. 
 
 
Figure 62. Cytotoxic effects of blue light illumination on AY27 cells in presence of free-
base corrole (H3[mTCPC] or H3[pTCPC]) and corresponding gold-corroles (Au[mTCPC] 




4.4.1 Day 1 
The cells were washed with PBS, harvested from the cultivation flasks, and loosened by the 
enzyme trypsin (3 mL, 2%). After 3-5 min, growth medium (10 mL) was added and the cell 
suspension was transferred to a 50 mL tube and centrifuged (5 min, 1500 rpm, 4˚C), followed 
by removal of dead cells. The cell pellet was carefully resuspended in growth medium (0.5 mL), 
prior to further dilution with growth medium to a total volume of 10 mL. Subsequently, the cell 
suspension (20 µL) was added to a Bürker chamber. The cell number in four 1-mm2 squares 
were manually counted, which provided the cell concentration in the stock solution. After 
dilution with growth medium, the cells were seeded in Petri dishes (diameter 60 mm) containing 
3 mL of cell suspension (0.25 – 0.35 ∙ 106 cells/dish). The dishes were incubated for ~24 h at 
37˚C, with each experiment including 20 - 30 dishes. 
4.4.2 Day 2 
Growth medium was removed and new medium was added (3 mL, 37˚C) to control dishes 
(without photosensitiser). For PDT experiments, growth medium was removed and 
photosensitiser-containing medium (3 mL, 37˚C) was added to the remaining dishes in the dark. 
All dishes were covered with aluminium foil and incubated for 24 h (37˚C, 5% CO2). 
4.4.3 Day 3 
The control dishes (which did not undergo light treatment) were washed twice with PBS (3 mL, 
37˚C) and growth medium (3 mL, 37˚C) was added, before they were placed in an incubator 
(37˚C, 5% CO2). Additional PBS was added (3 mL, 37˚C) to all the remaining dishes before 
illumination with monochromatic blue light, as previously described. After illumination over 
different time intervals, the PBS was removed and growth medium was added (3 mL, 37˚C). 
All dishes were then placed under further incubation (24 h, 37˚C). 
4.4.4 Day 4 
The MTT assay was performed 24 h after PDT treatment measuring the indirect activity of 
living cells. MTT working solution (0.5 mg/mL) were freshly made using 1:9 MTT stock 
solution (5 mg/mL, 37˚C) and growth medium (37˚C). All dishes were carefully washed with 
PBS (2mL) before adding the MTT working solution (2 mL, 1 h, 37˚C). After incubation, the 
MTT working solution was removed and isopropanol (2 mL, RT) was added before placing on 
an orbital shaker (30 min, 70 rpm). The shaken suspension was transferred to 15-mL tubes and 
centrifuged (5 min, 1500 rpm, 4˚C). The supernatant was transferred into cuvettes and diluted 
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10-fold with isopropanol. Absorbance were measured on a double-beam UV-vis 
spectrophotometer (UV-1700 Shimadzu, Japan), using isopropanol as reference at λex = 595 
nm. 
 
4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The PDT experiments were conducted in duplicates. The influence of different doses of light 
on the viability of both AY27 and WiDr is displayed in Figure 63, where red curves refer to 
WiDr cells, the blue curves refer to AY27 cells, and the black curve refer to cell death 
exclusively by light. Dotted lines refer to para-carboxy complex while the continuous lines 
refer to the meta-carboxy complex. 
 
Figure 63. Viability study of AY27 and WiDr cells as a function of light exposure (0-40 
min). The black curves represents cells exposed only to light, while the red and blue curves 
correspond to WiDr and AY27, respectively. A continuous line represents the meta-
carboxy complex, while a dotted line corresponds to the para-carboxy complex. Error 
bars are ± SD of two parallels. Dots in black, green or pink colours along the y-axis 
correspond to dark toxicity (0 min light). 
 
As illustrated in Figure 63, there is a slight dark toxicity for both compounds for both cells 
lines. Dark toxicity is most prevalent for the WiDr where cell viability is ~80% for the meta 
and ~70% for the para. For the AY27 cells, cell viability under dark toxicity measurements was  
found to be around ~90% for both the meta and para isomers. For the AY27 cells, the meta and 
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para isomers were found to be almost equally effective, as shown by LD50 at ~5 min and nearly 
complete cell death after 10-20 minutes of illumination, thus rivalling the Au corroles. 
For WiDr, the meta isomer resulted in faster cell death than the para. However, both reached 









5 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 
The main accomplishments of this thesis are threefold: 
(1) I have developed a general synthesis for rhenium insertion into corroles using Re2(CO)10 as 
rhenium source. Prior to this work, the only Re corrole known was one obtained accidentally 
via the ring contraction of a porphyrin. 
(2) The success with the synthesis of ReO corroles prompted an exploration of the 
corresponding technetium analogues, a venture that paid off nicely. Through a collaborative 
project with Professor Roger Alberto at the University of Zürich, I developed the first synthesis 
of 99Tc corroles using (Et4N)2[99Tc(CO)3Cl3] as the 99Tc source. 
(3) Two amphiphilic ReVO corroles with pendant carboxyl groups were found to act as highly 
effective photosensitisers in photodynamic therapy against rat bladder cancer cells and human 
colon cancer cells under blue light illumination. 
Overall, a total of 13 new 4d and 5d metallocorroles were synthesized, of which 6 were also 
characterized by single-crystal X-ray structure determination. These results were published in 
two papers in Chemistry – A European Journal (see Appendices I and II). The photodynamic 
therapy work is currently being written up for publication. 
There are clear plans for extending the above work in the future. Thus, I plan to synthesize a 
wide range of amphiphilic 5d metallocorroles for application in photodynamic therapy and also 
attempt to gain deeper insight into the mechanism of action of the PDT sensitisers.  
A second major goal is to synthesize 99mTc corroles and other 99mTc tetrapyrroles for 











6.1 GENERAL PROCEDURE OF MAKING FREE-BASE CORROLE 
 
Figure 64. Syntheses of meso-aryl free-base corroles. 
 
Free-base meso-triarylcorroles were synthesized using the so-called water-methanol method 
developed by Gryko et al., shown in Figure 64.75 The first step of this two-step procedure 
consist of dissolving pyrrole and an aromatic aldehyde in 1:1 methanol/water acidified with 
HCl. This step makes the required bilane after about 3 hours of stirring at room temperature. 
The yields are not particularly affected by longer reaction times, which makes for convenient 
overnight reactions. The bilane is then extracted with chloroform (CHCl3), the organic layer is 
collected and washed twice with water, dried over sodium sulphate and filtered. The second 
step involves oxidation with a mild oxidizing agent. The organic phase is diluted to with CHCl3 
and, to the resulting mixture, p-chloranil (1.23 g, 5 mmol) is added. The mixture is then heated 
to reflux and left to stir for 1 hour. This step results in oxidative cyclization of the bilane to a 
corrole, which is isolated after removal of the solvent via rotary evaporation. The crude product 
is dissolved in DCM and chromatographed on a silica gel column with different eluents for the 
different compounds. For X = CH3, H, and F, n-hexane and CH2Cl2 was used in 5:1 ratio. For 
X = CF3, the polarity was increased through 3:1 n-hexane/CH2Cl2, 3:2 nhexane/CH2Cl2 and 1:1 
n-hexane/CH2Cl2. For X = OCH3, 1:1 n-hexane/CH2Cl2 was used as eluent. For the corrole-
esters, two silica gel columns were run, first with 95:5 toluene/ethyl acetate, and the next with 
99:1 toluene/ethyl acetate. Generally, yields of 12-40% were obtained.  
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6.2 RHENIUM(V)-OXO CORROLES: GENERAL PROCEDURE AND SYNTHESIS 
 
Figure 65. Synthesis of ReVO corroles. 
 
To a 50-mL three-necked round-bottom flask fitted with a reflux condenser and containing 
decalin (15 mL) and a magnetic stir bar, a free-base corrole, H3[TpXPC] (0.094 mmol), 
Re2(CO)10 (0.188 mmol), and potassium carbonate (100 mg) were added. The contents were 
deoxygenated with a flow of argon and then refluxed overnight with constant stirring under 
argon. Completion of the reaction was indicated by the disappearance of the Soret band of the 
of the free-base corrole and appearance of a new Soret band at approximately 440 nm. Upon 
cooling, the reaction mixture was loaded directly on to silica gel column. The decalin was first 
removed by eluting with pure hexane. Subsequently, different solvent mixtures were used to 
elute the various ReO corroles: 3:1 n-hexane/dichloromethane for  X = CF3, H, CH3 and F; 1:3 
n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = OCH3. All fractions with λmax 440 nm were collected and 
dried. The products were further purified with a second column chromatography and finally 
with preparative thin-layer chromatography, all with the same solvent as in the first round. 
 
Re[TpCF3PC](O). Yield 55 mg (62.9 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2) λmax [nm, ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 438 
(10.74), 552 (1.63), 585 (1.99). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C): δ 9.76 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 
9.38 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.36 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.16 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 
8.77 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.69 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.26 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 8.22 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 8.19 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-m1-
Ph); 8.10 (d, 3H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph & 10-o2-Ph overlapping); 8.05 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 
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10-m2-Ph). Elemental analysis: Found: C 51.40, H 2.31, N 6.40; calcd: C 51.67, H 2.17, N 6.03. 
MS (ESI): M+ = 930.10 (expt), 929.81 (calcd for C40H20N4F9ORe). IR ReO: 990 cm-1.  
 
Re[TpFPC](O). Yield 52 mg (70.26 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 438 
(10.16), 553 (1.53), 585 (1.93). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20°C ): δ 9.71 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 
9.37 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H ); 9.36 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.16 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H ); 
8.59 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.51 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.08 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.91 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.66 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 
7.60 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.54 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.48 (d, 1H, 3JHH 
= 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 4. Elemental analysis: Found: C 56.34, H 2.90, N 6.68; calcd: C 56.99, H 
2.59, N 7.18. MS (ESI): M+ = 780.11 (expt), 779.84 (calcd for C37H20F3N4ORe) IR ReO: 992 
cm-1. 
 
Re[TPC](O). Yield 58 mg (84.19 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 439 
(10.09), 552 (1.99), 585 (2.34). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C): δ 9.70 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 
9.39 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.8 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.17 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 
8.61 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.54 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.13 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.94 (m, 4H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph; 10-p-Ph & 10-o2-Ph overlapping); 
7.90 (m, 1H, 10-m1-Ph); 7.83 (m, 4H, 5,15-m2-Ph & 5,15-p-Ph overlapping); 7.76 (d, 1H, 3JHH 
= 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph).  Elemental analysis: Found: C 60.58, H 3.34, N 7.25; calcd: C 61.23, H 
3.81, N 7.72.  MS (ESI): M+ = 726.14 (expt), 725.81 (calcd for C37H23N4ORe). IR ReO: 992 
cm-1. 
 
Re[TpCH3PC](O). Yield 50.2 mg (68.9 %) UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-1)]:  
440 (11.18), 555 (1.86), 587 (2.37). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C ): δ 9.67 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, 
β-H); 9.33 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H ); 9.14 (broad s, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.02 (broad s, 2H, 
3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H ); 8.44 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.36 (d, 1H, 3JHH  = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 
7.97 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.79 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.73 (d, 1H, 3JHH 
= 8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.66 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.59 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-m2-
Ph); 2.76 (s, 6H, 5,15-p-CH3); 2.74 (s, 3H, 10-p-CH3). Elemental analysis: Found: C 61.81, H 
3.85, N 6.96; calcd: C 62.56, H 3.81, N 7.30.  MS (ESI): M+ = 768.18 (expt), 767.89 (calcd for 




Re[TpOMePC](O). Yield 47 mg (61.28 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-
1)]: 441 (10.84), 556 (1.79), 592 (2.29). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C ): δ 9.70 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 
Hz, β-H); 9.36 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H ); 9.15 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4 Hz, β-H); 9.02 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
4 Hz, β-H ); 8.46 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.36 (d, 1H, 3JHH  = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 7.99 
(d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.80 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.49 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 
Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.46 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.38 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-
Ph); 7.31 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 4.11 (s, 6H, 5,15-p-OCH3); 4.09 (s, 3H, 10-p-
OCH3).  Elemental analysis: Found: C 59.14, H 3.82, N 6.58; calcd: C 58.88, H 3.58, N 6.87.  
MS (ESI): M+ = 816.17 (expt), 815.89 (calcd for C40H294N4O4Re). IR ReO: 990 cm-1. 
 
6.3 AMPHIPHILIC REVO COMPLEXES 
 
Figure 66. Reaction scheme for synthesis of ReVO tris(p/m-carbomethoxyphenyl)corrole. 
 
To a 50 mL round bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer and reflux condenser free-
base corrole, H3[TpCO2CH3PC](O) or H3[TmCO2CH3PC](O) (0.142 mmol, 1 eq.), Re2(CO)10 
(0.444 mmol, 3 eq.), and potassium carbonate (100mg) were added and dissolved in 1,3,5-
thrichlorobenzene. The content were deoxygenated with a flow of argon and then refluxed 
overnight with constant stirring under Ar. Upon cooling, the reaction mixture was loaded 
directly on to silica gel column with n-hexane as the mobile phase. The 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene 
was first removed by eluting with pure hexane, followed by dichloromethane as eluent. The 




Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O). Yield 68 mg (53.17 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-
1)]: 441 (11.17), 555 (1.61), 587 (2.05). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C ): δ 9.67 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
4.40 Hz, β-H); 9.32 (d, 4H, 3JHH = 4.48 Hz, β-H ); 9.12 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 5.20 Hz, β-H); 8.66 (d, 
2H, 3JHH = 7.52 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.58 (d, 1H, 3JHH  = 7.96 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.52 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
8.20 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 8.49 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.88 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 8.41 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.84 Hz, 
5,15-m2-Ph); 8.35 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.94 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 8.16 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.60 Hz, 5,15-m1-
Ph); 7.99 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.96 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 4.03 (s, 6H, 5,15-p-CH3); 4.01 (s, 3H, 10-p-CH3).  
MS (ESI): M+ = 900.16 (expt), 900.15 (calcd for C43H29N4O7Re). IR ReO: 989 cm-1. 
 
Re[TmCO2CH3PC](O). Yield 49 mg (39.27 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10
-4 (M-
1cm-1)]: 439 (8.37), 553 (1.20), 586 (1.57). 1H NMR (400 MHz, –20C ): δ 9.72 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
4.04 Hz, β-H); 9.34 (d overlapping, 4H, 3JHH = 4.28 Hz, β-H ); 9.25 (s, 1H, 5,15-o1m-Ph); 9.17 
(s, 0.5H, 10-o1m-Ph); 9.13 (d, 2H, 3JHH  = 4.68 Hz, -H); 8.82 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.60 Hz, 5,15-o1-
Ph); 8.74 (1.5H, 5,15-o2m-Ph overlapping with 10-o1-Ph); 8.58 (s, 0.5H, 10-o2m-Ph); 8.48 
(overlapping d, 3H, 3JHH = 6.88 Hz, 5,10,15-p-Ph); 8.32 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.20 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 
8.16 (d, 0.5H, 3JHH = 7.92 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 8.04 (t, 1H, 3JHH = 7.72 Hz 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.99 (t, 
0.5H, 3JHH = 7.56 Hz 10-m1-Ph); 7.92 (t, 1H, 3JHH = 8.00 Hz 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.86 (t, 0.5H, 3JHH 
= 7.72 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 4.01 (s, 3H, 5,15-m1-CO2CH3); 3.98 (s, 1.5H, 10-m1-CO2CH3); 3.92 (s, 
3H, 5,15-m2-CO2CH3); 3.88 (s, 1.5H, 10-m2-CO2CH3). MS (ESI): M+ = 900.16 (expt), 900.16 




6.3.1 Hydrolysis of ReVO tris(p/m-carbomethoxyphenyl)corrole 
 
Figure 67. Alkaline hydrolysis of ReVO tris(p/m-carbomethoxyphenyl)corrole. 
 
To a 250 mL round bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer and reflux condenser, Re[T-
p/m-CO2CH3PC](O) was dissolved in 50 mL THF followed by addition of 0.07 M sodium 
hydroxide solution (20 mL) and the mixture was heated to reflux (~100˚C) for 24 hours. The 
mixture was cooled to room temperature, transferred to a separation funnel containing 150 mL 
ethyl acetate and washed with acidified water. The organic phase was collected and washed 
with water 3 times, dried over sodium sulphate and rotary evaporated, filtrated and washed with 
dichloromethane affording pure carboxycorroles. 
 
Re[TpCO2HPC](O). Yield 19.7 mg (64.5 %). UV-vis (THF): λmax (nm), [ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 
439 (11.06), 553 (1.34), 585 (1.87). MS (ESI): M+ = 858.11 (expt), 858.11 (calcd for 
C40H23N4O7Re). IR ReO: 990 cm-1. 
 
Re[TmCO2HPC](O). Yield 17.3 mg (56.6 %). UV-vis (THF): λmax (nm), [ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 
438 (10.03), 553 (1.37), 586 (1.81). MS (ESI): M+ = 858.11 (expt), 857.10 (calcd for 




6.3.2 99Technetium(V)-oxo corroles: general procedure and synthesis 
 
Figure 68. Reaction scheme for synthesis of 99TcVO corroles. 
 
Insertion of technetium in to corroles proved to be very similar to the insertion of rhenium. To 
a 2.5-mL microwave vial equipped with a magnetic stirring bar, a free-base corrole, H3[TpXPC] 
(0.025 mmol), [NEt4]2[99TcCl3(CO)3]  (0.05 mmol), potassium carbonate (25 mg) and ~5 drops 
decalin were added.. The vial was sealed with a rubber septa and the content were deoxygenated 
with a flow of nitrogen and then heated for 8h with constant stirring at 170°C. Upon cooling, 
the reaction mixture was loaded directly on to silica gel column with n-hexane as the mobile 
phase. The decalin was first removed by eluting with pure hexane. Different solvent mixtures 
were then used to elute the various TcO corroles: 6:1 n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = CF3, 
H and CH3; 1:1 n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = OCH3. For X = CF3, H and CH3 the product 
came as the second band with a dark green to almost brown colour. For X = OCH3 the product 
came in the first band. The fraction were tested on TLC-plate for purity. All analyses were done 
on this fraction and no further purification were done. 
 
99Tc[TpCF3PC](O). Yield 3.3 mg (15.67 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2) λmax [nm, ε x 10
-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 
410 (6.45), 468 (2.18), 528 (1.27). 1H NMR (500 MHz, –50C): δ 9.68 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.35 Hz, 
β-H); 9.34 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.15 Hz, β-H); 9.32 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 3.05 Hz, β-H); 9.12 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 
4.8 Hz, β-H); 8.74 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.66 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8.05 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 
8.27 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 8.22 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 8.19 (d, 1H, 
3JHH = 8.45 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 8.10 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8.45 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 8.07 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8.07 




99Tc[TPC](O). Yield 8.2 mg (51.2 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-1)]: 410 
(5.73), 468 (2.25), 584 (1.15). 1H NMR (500 MHz, –50C): δ 9.61 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.35 Hz, β-
H); 9.36 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 3.95 Hz, β-H); 9.34 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.4 Hz, β-H); 9.13 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 5.1 
Hz, β-H); 8.61 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.45 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.52 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.6 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.16 
(d, 2H, 3JHH = 6.35 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.95 (m, 3H, 3JHH = 16 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph; 10-m1-Ph 
overlapping); 7.91 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8.2 Hz 10-o2-Ph); 7.83 (m, 5H, 5,15-m2-Ph & 5, 10,15-p-Ph 
overlapping); 7.75 (t, 1H, 3JHH = 7.65 Hz, 10-m2-Ph). IR TcO: 970 cm-1. 
 
99Tc[TpMePC](O). Yield 3.6 mg (21.3 %) UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-1)]:  
412 (4.13), 463 (1.36), 580 (0.83). 1H NMR (500 MHz, –50C ): δ 9.59 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.3 Hz, 
β-H); 9.34 (4H, β-H, broad singlet, overlapping); 9.14 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.9 Hz, β-H); 8.49 (d, 2H, 
3JHH = 7.6 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.40 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.7 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.05 (d, 2H, 3JHH  = 7.65 Hz, 
5,15-o2-Ph); 7.84 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.4 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.75 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.65 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 
7.70 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.85 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.64 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 7.65 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.56 (d, 1H, 
3JHH = 7.65 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 2.72 (s, 9H, 5,10,15-p-CH3); IR TcO: 972 cm-1. 
 
99Tc[TpOMePC](O). Yield 3.8 mg (19.66 %). UV-vis (CH2Cl2): λmax (nm), [ε x 10-4 (M-1cm-
1)]: 413 (4.32), 556 (1.79), 588 (0.83). 1H NMR (500 MHz, –50C ): δ 9.58 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.35 
Hz, β-H); 9.34 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.8 Hz, β-H ); 9.32 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 4.6 Hz, β-H); 9.13 (d, 2H, 3JHH 
= 5.1 Hz, β-H) 8.51 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8.5 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.42 (d, 1H, 3JHH  = 8.3 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 
8.08 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8.15 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.87 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 8.2 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.47 (d, 2H, 
3JHH = 8.6 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.41 (d, 1H, 3JHH = 7.75 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.35 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 8.75 
Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.27 (d, 1H, 10-m2-Ph); 4.13 (s, 6H, 5,15-p-OCH3); 4.11 (s, 3H, 10-p-OCH3). 
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8 SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
8.1 MATERIALS 
8.1.1 ReO 
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as purchased, except for 
dichloromethane used for cyclic voltammetry analyses, which was dried using 4 Å molecular 
sieves. CHROMASOLV® for HPLC grade n-hexane, dichloromethane, ethyl acetate, and 
toluene were used for column chromatography. Silica gel 60 (0.04–0.063 mm particle size; 
230–400 mesh, Sigma) was used for chromatography and the columns used were generally ∼3 
cm wide and ∼12 cm in height. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance III HD 400 
MHz spectrometer. UV/Vis spectra were recorded on an HP 8454 spectrophotometer at room 
temperature. Cyclic voltammetry analyses were carried out in dried dichloromethane containing 
0.1 M TBAP as supporting electrolyte. An EG&G 263A potentiostat having a standard three-
electrode set-up, consisting of a glassy carbon working electrode (3 mm i.d.), a platinum wire 
counter electrode, and saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE). X-ray data were collected 
on beamline 11.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. 
Electrospray Ionization (ESI) mass spectrum were recorded on an LTQ Orbitrap XL 
spectrometer. 
8.1.2 99TcO 
All commercially available chemicals were reagent grade and used without further purification. 
FTIR spectra were measured as KBr pellets on PerkinElmer Spectrum Two spectrophotometer. 
1H NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker DRX500 500 MHz spectrometer. UV/Vis spectra in 
dichloromethane were recorded on Cary 50 spectrometer using 1 cm quartz cuvette. Cyclic 
voltammetry analysis were carried out in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M TBAP as supporting 
electrolyte with a Metrohm 757 VA Computrace electrochemical analyser equipped with a 
standard three-electrode set-up, consisting of a glassy carbon working electrode (3 mm i.d.), a 
platinum auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Crystallographic data was 
collected at 183K with Mo Ka radiation (=0.7108 Å) with graphite on an Oxford Diffraction 
Xcalibur system with a Ruby detector.  
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8.1.3 Cell viability study 
RPMI-1640 medium, L-glutamine, foetal bovine serum (FBS), sodium pyruvate, nonessential 
amino acids, trypsin and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were obtained from Gibco BRL, Life 
Technologies (Inchinnan, Scotland). Gentamicin sulphate was purchased from Schering Corp 
(Kenilworth, NJ) and absolute ethanol from Arcus A/S (Oslo, Norway). MTT solution was 
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All other chemicals were of the highest quality 




8.2 RHENIUM COMPLEXES 
8.2.1 Analysis of Re[TpCF3PC](O) 
 
Figure 69. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 71. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
 
Figure 72. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 


















































ReOCF3_pos#1-5  RT: 
0.00-0.12  AV: 5 T: FTMS + p 
ESI Full ms [250.00-1200.00] 
NL:
9.76E3
ReF 9 ON 4 H 20 C 40: 
Re 1 F 9 O 1 N 4 H 20 C 40
p (gss, s /p:40) Chrg 1




Figure 73. IR spectrum. 
 



























8.2.2 Analysis of Re[TpCO2CH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 75. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 77. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
Figure 78. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReO-CO2-CH3#1-5  RT: 
0.02-0.15  AV: 5 T: FTMS + p 
ESI Full ms [500.00-1500.00] 
NL:
4.71E4
C 43 H 29 O 7 N 4 Re: 
C 43 H 29 O 7 N 4 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:8) Chrg 1



































8.2.3 Analysis of Re[TpCO2HPC](O) 
 
Figure 81. UV-vis spectrum in THF. 
 








































































ReOp-CO2H#1-5  RT: 
0.00-0.11  AV: 5 T: FTMS + p 
ESI Full ms [600.00-1200.00] 
NL:
9.68E3
C 40 H 23 N 4 O 7 Re: 
C 40 H 23 N 4 O 7 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:40) Chrg 1









8.2.4 Analysis of Re[TmCO2CH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 84. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 




























Figure 86. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
Figure 87. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReOM-ester_b#1-5  RT: 
0.00-0.11  AV: 5 T: FTMS + p 
ESI Full ms [600.00-1200.00] 
NL:
9.43E3
C 43 H 29 N 4 O 7 Re: 
C 43 H 29 N 4 O 7 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:40) Chrg -1




Figure 88. IR spectrum. 
 




























8.2.5 Analysis of Re[TmCO2HPC](O) 
 
Figure 90. UV-vis spectrum in THF. 
 
 









































































ReOmCO2H#3  RT: 0.10  AV: 




C 40 H 22 N 4 O 7 Re: 
C 40 H 22 N 4 O 7 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:40) Chrg -1








8.2.6 Analysis of Re[TpFPC](O) 
 
Figure 93. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 95. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
 
Figure 96. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReO-F#1-5  RT: 0.01-0.13  




C 37 H 20 F 3 N 4 ORe: 
C 37 H 20 F 3 N 4 O 1 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:8) Chrg 1




Figure 97. IR spectrum. 
 



























8.2.7 Analysis of Re[TPC](O) 
 
Figure 99. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 101. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
Figure 102. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReO-TPC#1-5  RT: 0.02-0.13  




C 37 H 23 ON 4 Re: 
C 37 H 23 O 1 N 4 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:8) Chrg 1




Figure 103. IR spectrum. 
 





























8.2.8 Analysis of Re[TpCH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 105. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 107. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
Figure 108. ESI-MS spectrum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReO-Me#1-5  RT: 0.01-0.13  




C 40 H 29 ON 4 Re: 
C 40 H 29 O 1 N 4 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:8) Chrg 1




Figure 109. IR spectrum. 
 
 



























8.2.9 Analysis of Re[TpOCH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 111. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 

























Figure 113. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
Figure 114. ESI-MS spectum: measured (top) and calculated (bottom). 




















































ReO-MeO#1-5  RT: 0.01-0.13  




C 40 H 29 O 4 N 4 Re: 
C 40 H 29 O 4 N 4 Re 1
p (gss, s /p:8) Chrg 1




Figure 115. IR spectrum. 
 





























8.3 99TECHNETIUM COMPLEXES 
8.3.1 Analysis of 99Tc[TpCF3PC](O) 
 
Figure 117. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 


























Figure 119. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 


































8.3.2 Analysis of 99Tc[TPC](O) 
 
Figure 122. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 


























Figure 124. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
 



























8.3.3 Analysis of 99Tc[TpCH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 127. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 
























Figure 129. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 



































8.3.4 Analysis of 99Tc[TpOCH3PC](O) 
 
Figure 132. UV-vis spectrum in DCM. 
 
























Figure 134. 1H - 1H COSY. 
 
 














































Appendix I: Metal-Ligand Misfits: Facile Access to Rhenium-Oxo Corroles by Oxidative 
Metalation 
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Metal–Ligand Misfits: Facile Access to Rhenium–Oxo Corroles by
Oxidative Metalation
Rune F. Einrem,[a] Kevin J. Gagnon,[b] Abraham B. Alemayehu,*[a] and Abhik Ghosh*[a]
Abstract: With the exception of a single accidental syn-
thesis, rhenium corroles are unknown, but of great inter-
est as catalysts and potential radiopharmaceuticals. Oxida-
tive metalation of meso-triarylcorroles with [Re2(CO)10] in
refluxing decalin has provided a facile and relatively high-
yielding route to rhenium(V)–oxo corroles. The complexes
synthesized could all be fully characterized by single-crys-
tal X-ray structure analyses.
The 5d metallocorroles are fascinating synthetic targets, com-
bining a large coordinated ion with the tight N4 cavity of a ster-
ically constrained macrocyclic ligand.[1] Recent efforts by
a handful of groups, including ours, have led to the synthesis
of several such complexes, including Hf,[2] W,[3] Os,[4] Ir,[5] Pt,[6]
and Au[7] corroles. Unsurprisingly, some of the syntheses are
difficult and low-yielding. For example, the most effective re-
ported synthesis of Au corroles, using AuIII acetate as the gold
source, proceeded with yields of only up to approximately
25 %.[7c] Syntheses of platinum corroles are even more chal-
lenging, a serendipitous synthesis leading to only 5–6 % yields
of a mixture of regioisomeric products.[6] By contrast, Ir and Os
corroles are comparatively easily obtained and also in reason-
ably good yields.[4, 5] There are good reasons for seeking im-
proved synthetic routes to the 5d metallocorroles. For exam-
ple, gold corroles have found applications in organic solar cells
and the photodynamic therapy of cancer.[8]
Curiously, with the exception of an accidental synthesis in-
volving an unexpected ring contraction of a porphyrin, there
have been no reports of rhenium corroles.[9] This is a significant
gap in our knowledge because rhenium–oxo corroles are not
only potentially important as catalysts,[10] they may also find
applications in radioimaging and -therapy.[11] Furthermore, an
efficient route to rhenium corroles may pave the way to an
analogous route to technetium corroles.[12] We were delighted
to discover that an oxidative metalation protocol, akin to the
one used for Os corroles,[4] also works well for rhenium inser-
tion. Thus, five different ReVO meso-tris(p-X-phenyl)corrole
complexes [Re(TpXPC)(O)] (X = CF3, F, H, CH3, and OCH3) could
be synthesized from the corresponding free-base corroles,
H3[TpXPC], and [Re2(CO)10] in refluxing decalin in a few hours
and in yields of 62–84 % (Scheme 1).
All five complexes proved amenable to single-crystal X-ray
structure determination (Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2). The
Re–O distances varied over a narrow range of 1.668(4)–
1.6859(15) æ, in good agreement with the sum of covalent
radii reported by Pyykkç and co-workers for triple-bonded Re
(1.10 æ) and triple-bonded O (0.53 æ).[13] The Re–N distances of
1.9950.019 æ are distinctly shorter than those in other N-co-
ordinated Re complexes, reflecting the sterically constrained
nature of the complexes. Furthermore, for all five complexes,
the corrole macrocycle is significantly domed, with the Re dis-
placed some 0.7 æ from the corrole N4 plane.
The key physicochemical properties of the complexes were
found to be as follows. First, the 1H NMR spectra, which could
be fully assigned with COSY and NOESY analyses, showed that
the compounds are diamagnetic, consistent with the expected
dxy2 electronic configuration of the Re
VO center. Second, the
Soret maxima of the complexes (Table 3 and Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information) are not sensitive to the para substitu-
ent X, and are redshifted by only 3 nm from X = CF3 to X =
OCH3. Third, the electrochemical HOMO–LUMO gaps are large
(approximately 2.240.02 eV; Table 3 and Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information), which is essentially equal to the p–p*
gap of a typical porphyrin or corrole macrocycle.[4, 7c, 14] Over
a lengthy series of studies, we have established that the last
two characteristics are typical of an innocent [corrole]3¢ ligand,
such as that found in Au and Os–N corroles, as opposed to
a noninnocent [corrole]·2¢ ligand, for which copper[15] and
iron[16, 17] corroles provide some of the best studied examples.
Consistent with literature reports,[9, 10] the Re–O stretching
mode (ñRe–O) of the complexes is readily discernible in the IR
spectra, with little interference from other skeletal modes. The
ñRe–O value varies significantly with the meso para substituent
(Table 3), being upshifted with increasing electron-withdrawing
character of the substituent. Between para-OMe (ñRe–O =
978 cm¢1) and the more electron-deficient complexes (ñRe–O =
990–992 cm¢1), ñRe–O is upshifted by 12–14 cm
¢1. These fre-
quency shifts may be rationalized in terms of elementary
bonding considerations: a more electron-deficient corrole
should result in stronger p-donation by the axial oxo ligand
and thus to an overall stronger Re¢O bond.
[a] R. F. Einrem, Dr. A. B. Alemayehu, Prof. Dr. A. Ghosh




[b] Dr. K. J. Gagnon
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA 94720-8229 (USA)
Supporting information for this article, including spectroscopic data and
crystallographic information files, is available on the WWW under http ://
dx.doi.org/10.1002/chem.201504307.
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Several points are worth making by way of conclusion. First,
the general and facile synthesis of ReO triarylcorroles present-
ed herein contrasts sharply with the capricious, low-yielding
protocols reported for Au and Pt corroles.[6, 7] We believe that
the ease of the present syntheses is closely related to our use
of a metal carbonyl starting material, which decarbonylates on
thermolysis and releases reactive, coordinatively unsaturated
[Re(CO)n] (n<5) fragments, that readily latch onto a corrole
ligand. Second, a variety of applications may be envisioned for
ReO corroles, including oxygen atom transfer catalysis, photo-
catalytic water splitting, phosphorescence and oxygen sensing,
photodynamic therapy, and even cancer chemotherapy. Finally,
the present syntheses may pave the way for the synthesis of
the heretofore unknown technetium corroles. In particular,
facile access to 99mTc corroles is of great interest as a route to
a new class of potential radiopharmaceuticals.
Experimental Section
General procedure for the synthesis of [Re(TpXPC)(O)] . To
a 50 mL three-necked round-bottom flask fitted with a reflux con-
denser and containing decalin (15 mL) and a magnetic stirring bar
was added a free-base corrole, H3[TpXPC] (0.094 mmol), [Re2(CO)10]
(0.188 mmol), and potassium carbonate (100 mg). The contents
were deoxygenated with a flow of argon and then heated at reflux
overnight with constant stirring under Ar. Completion of the reac-
tion was indicated by the disappearance of the Soret absorption of
the free-base corrole and appearance of a new Soret maximum at
approximately lmax = 440 nm. Upon cooling, the reaction mixture
was loaded directly onto a silica gel column with n-hexane as the
mobile phase. The decalin was first removed by eluting with pure
hexane. Different solvent mixtures were then used to elute the var-
ious ReO corroles: 3:1 v/v n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = CF3,
H, CH3 and F; 1:3 v/v n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = OCH3. All
fractions with lmax440 nm were collected and dried. The prod-
ucts were further purified by a second round of column chroma-
tography and finally by preparative thin-layer chromatography,
with the same solvents as in the first round. Yields and analytical
details for the different complexes are as follows.
[Re(TpCF3PC)(O)]: Yield = 55 mg (62.9 %).
1H NMR (400 MHz,
¢20 8C, CD2Cl2): d= 9.76 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.38 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.36 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.16 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 8.77 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.69 (d,
1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.26 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-
Ph); 8.22 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 8.19 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) =
8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 8.10 (d, 3 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph and 10-o2-
Ph overlapping); 8.05 ppm (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); IR
(ATR, diamond): ñRe–O = 990 cm
¢1; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax (e) = 438
(10.74), 552 (1.63), 585 nm (1.99 Õ 104 mol¢1 dm3 cm¢1) ; MS (ESI):
m/z calcd for C40H20ON4F9Re: 929.81 [M
+] ; found: 930.10; elemental
analysis calcd for C40H20ON4F9Re: C 51.67, H 2.17, N 6.03; found:
C 51.40, H 2.31, N 6.40.
[Re(TpFPC)(O)]: Yield = 52 mg (70.26 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, ¢20 8C,
CD2Cl2): d= 9.71 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.37 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) =
4 Hz, b-H); 9.36 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.16 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) =
4 Hz, b-H); 8.59 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.51 (d, 1 H,
3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.08 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph);
7.91 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.66 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz,
5,15-m1-Ph); 7.60 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.54 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.48 ppm (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m2-
Ph); 4; IR (ATR diamond): ñRe–O = 992 cm
¢1; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax
(e) = 438 (10.16), 553 (1.53), 585 nm (1.93 Õ 104 mol¢1 dm3 cm¢1) ; MS
Scheme 1. A general synthetic route for ReVO triarylcorroles.
Figure 1. Two views of [Re(TPC)(O)] (TPC = triphenylcorrole): a) Single-crystal
X-ray structure with nonhydrogen atom numbering and thermal ellipsoids
set at 50 % probability ; b) side-on view showing the displacement of the Re
atom above the macrocycle.
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(ESI): m/z calcd for C37H20OF3N4Re: 779.84 [M
+] ; found: 780.11; ele-
mental analysis calcd for C37H20OF3N4Re: C 56.99, H 2.59, N 7.18;
found: C 56.34, H 2.90, N 6.68.
[Re(TPC)(O)]: Yield = 58 mg (84.19 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, ¢20 8C,
CD2Cl2): d= 9.70 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.39 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) =
4 Hz, b-H); 9.8 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.17 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) =
4 Hz, b-H); 8.61 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.54 (d, 1 H,
3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.13 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph);
7.94 (m, 4 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph; 10-p-Ph and 10-o2-Ph over-
lapping); 7.90 (m, 1 H, 10-m1-Ph); 7.83 (m, 4 H, 5,15-m2-Ph and
5,15-p-Ph overlapping); 7.76 ppm (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph);
IR (ATR, diamond): ñRe–O = 992 cm
¢1; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax (e) = 439
(10.09), 552 (1.99), 585 nm (2.34 Õ 104 mol¢1 dm3 cm¢1) ; MS (ESI): m/
z calcd for C37H23N4ORe: 725.81 [M
+] ; found: 726.14; elemental
analysis calcd for C37H23N4ORe: C 61.23, H 3.81, N 7.72; found:
C 60.58, H 3.34, N 7.25.
[Re(TpCH3PC)(O)]: Yield = 50.2 mg (68.9 %)
1H NMR (400 MHz,
¢20 8C, CD2Cl2): d= 9.68 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.34 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.16 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.03 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 8.44 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.36 (d,
1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 7.97 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-
Ph); 7.79 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.73 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) =
8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.66 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.59 (d,
1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 2.76 (s, 6 H, 5,15-p-CH3) ; 2.74 ppm (s,
3 H, 10-p-CH3) ; IR (ATR, diamond): ñRe–O = 984 cm
¢1; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2):
lmax (e) = 440 (11.18), 555 (1.86), 587 nm (2.37 Õ 10
4 mol¢1 dm3 cm¢1) ;
MS (ESI): m/z calcd for C40H29N4ORe: 767.89 [M
+] ; found: 768.18; el-
emental analysis calcd for C40H29N4ORe: C 62.56, H 3.81, N 7.30;
found: C 61.81, H 3.85, N 6.96.
[Re(TpOCH3PC)(O)]: Yield = 47 mg (61.28 %).
1H NMR (400 MHz,
¢20 8C, CD2Cl2): d= 9.70 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.36 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.15 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 9.02 (d, 2 H,
3J(H,H) = 4 Hz, b-H); 8.46 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.36 (d,
1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 7.99 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-o2-
Table 1. Crystallographic data for the complexes analyzed.
Sample [Re(TpCF3PC)(O)] [Re(TpFPC)(O)] [Re(TPC)(O)] [Re(TpCH3PC)(O)] [Re(TpOCH3PC)(O)]
chemical formula C40.25H20.50Cl0.50F9N4ORe C37.35H20.69Cl0.69F3N4ORe C37H23N4ORe C40H29N4ORe C40H29N4O4Re
formula mass 951.03 809.28 725.79 767.87 815.87
crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic triclinic monoclinic
space group P21/c P21/c P21/c P1̄ P21/c
l [æ] 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7749 0.7293
a [æ] 16.4309(6) 12.2806(4) 10.3452(4) 7.2799(4) 13.3584(7)
b [æ] 14.2677(5) 22.2084(7) 8.0511(3) 15.3860(7) 8.0963(4)
c [æ] 14.1303(5) 10.7507(4) 32.4589(12) 16.2273(7) 30.2638(17)
a [8] 90 90 90 95.414(3) 90
b [8] 93.141(2) 102.546(2) 97.055(2) 102.719(3) 101.898(2)
g [8] 90 90 90 91.141(3) 90
Z 4 4 4 2 4
V [æ3] 3307.6(2) 2862.05(17) 2683.04(18) 1763.54(15) 3202.8(3)
temperature [K] 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2)
density [g cm¢3] 1.910 1.878 1.797 1.446 1.692
measured reflections 57 324 27 807 73 342 25 719 97 288
unique reflections 10 091 5236 8931 11 826 22 512
parameters 581 441 388 419 445
restraints 403 18 0 0 0
Rint 0.0501 0.0787 0.0693 0.0671 0.0293
q range [8] 2.062–33.606 2.105–27.867 2.163–34.735 2.123–36.695 2.341–43.551
R1, wR2 all data 0.0272, 0.0526 0.0377, 0.0660 0.0346, 0.0556 0.0505, 0.0915 0.0376, 0.0774
S (GoF) all data 1.023 1.039 1.032 1.026 1.312
max/min res. dens. [e æ¢3] 1.082/¢1.078 0.793/¢1.102 1.174/¢2.522 2.104/¢1.896 4.696/¢5.881
Table 2. Crystallographic metal–ligand distances.
Distance [æ] [Re(TpCF3PC)(O)] [Re(TpFPC)(O)] [Re(TPC)(O)] [Re(TpCH3PC)(O)] [Re(TpOCH3PC)(O)]
Re1¢N1 1.986(2) 1.987(5) 1.986(3) 1.977(4) 1.9894(17)
Re1¢N2 2.000(2) 2.012(5) 2.005(2) 2.006(3) 2.0077(16)
Re1¢N3 2.014(2) 2.006(4) 2.004(3) 2.004(4) 2.0070(16)
Re1¢N4 1.988(2) 1.995(4) 1.990(2) 1.981(4) 1.9854(16)
Re1¢O 1.6772(18) 1.668(4) 1.677(2) 1.681(3) 1.6859(15)
DRe1¢N4 0.6949(11) 0.704(2) 0.7045(13) 0.6949(17) 0.6891(9)
Table 3. Spectroscopic and electrochemical properties: Soret lmax (nm), IR
ñRe–O (cm
¢1), and E1/2 values (V).
Complex lmax E1=2 (ox) E1=2 (red) DE ñRe–O
[Re(TpCF3PC)(O)] 438 1.10 ¢1.16 2.26 990
[Re(TpFPC)(O)] 438 1.01 ¢1.23 2.24 992
[Re(TPC)(O)] 439 0.98 ¢1.26 2.24 992
[Re(TpCH3PC)(O)] 440 0.94 ¢1.29 2.23 984
[Re(TpOCH3PC)(O)] 441 0.93 ¢1.29 2.22 978
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Ph); 7.80 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.49 (d, 2 H, 3J(H,H) =
8 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 7.46 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.38 (d,
2 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.31 (d, 1 H, 3J(H,H) = 8 Hz, 10-m2-
Ph); 4.11 (s, 6 H, 5,15-p-OCH3) ; 4.09 ppm (s, 3 H, 10-p-OCH3) ; IR (ATR
diamond): ñRe–O = 990 cm
¢1; UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax (e) = 441 (10.84),
556 (1.79), 592 nm (2.29 Õ 104 mol¢1 dm3 cm¢1) ; MS (ESI): m/z calcd
for C40H29O4N4Re: 815.89 [M
+] ; found: 816.17; elemental analysis
calcd for C40H29O4N4Re: C 58.88, H 3.58, N 6.87; found: C 59.14, H
3.82, N 6.58.
Crystallization and crystallography : Approximately 5–10 mg of
each ReO corrole was dissolved in a minimum quantity of dichloro-
methane in a vial and carefully layered with n-hexane. The vial was
covered with aluminum foil and left to stand for two weeks,
during which X-ray-quality crystals formed for all five ReO corroles.
X-ray data were collected on beamline 11.3.1 at the Advanced
Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley,
California. The samples were mounted on MiTeGen kapton loops
and placed in a 100(2) K nitrogen cold stream provided by an
Oxford Cryostream 800 Plus low-temperature apparatus on the go-
niometer head of a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with
a PHOTON100 CMOS detector operating in shutterless mode. Dif-
fraction data were collected by using synchrotron radiation mono-
chromated with silicon(111) to a wavelength of 0.7749(1) æ. An ap-
proximate full sphere of data was collected by using a combination
of phi and omega scans with scan speeds of 1 second per 4 de-
grees for the phi scans, and 1 second per degree for the omega
scans at 2q= 0 and ¢45. The structures were solved by intrinsic
phasing (SHELXT) and refined by full-matrix least squares on F2
(SHELXL-2014). All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropical-
ly. Hydrogen atoms were geometrically calculated and refined as
riding atoms.
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Synthesis and Molecular Structure of 99Tc Corroles
Rune F. Einrem,[a] Henrik Braband,[b] Thomas Fox,[b] Hugo Vazquez-Lima,[a] Roger Alberto,*[b]
and Abhik Ghosh*[a]
Abstract: The first 99Tc corroles have been synthesized
and fully characterized. A single-crystal X-ray structure of
a 99TcO triarylcorrole revealed nearly identical geometry
parameters as the corresponding ReO structure. A signifi-
cant spectral shift between the Soret maxima of TcO (410–
413 nm) and ReO (438–441 nm) corroles was observed
and, based on two-component spin–orbit ZORA TDDFT
calculations, ascribed to relativistic effects in the Re case.
The syntheses reported herein potentially pave the way
toward 99mTc-porphyrinoid-based radiopharmaceuticals.
Although of great interest as a potentially new class of radio-
pharmaceuticals for a combined imaging–therapy[1] strategy in
photodynamic therapy,[2] 99(m)Tc porphyrinoids remain essential-
ly unknown to this date.[3] The only previous report of a 99(m)Tc
porphyrinoid is that of a mesoporphyrin IX dimethyl ester
complexed to one or two {99Tc(CO)3}
+ fragments, with each
fragment facially coordinated by three porphyrin nitrogen
atoms.[4, 5] In a recent report on a general route to rhenium(V)–
oxo corroles,[6] we expressed the hope that the synthetic ap-
proach would provide a stepping stone to 99(m)TcVO corroles. A
significant step toward fulfilment of that promise is reported
herein, with the synthesis of a series of complexes with the
general formula 99Tc[TpXPC](O), where TpXPC refers to a meso-
tris(para-X-phenyl)corrole and X = CF3, H, Me, and OMe.
[7] Be-
sides standard characterization by means of UV/Vis, IR, 1H and
13C NMR spectroscopy, and electrochemistry, one of the com-
plexes, 99Tc[TpOMePC](O), was also structurally characterized
by means of single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. The results
allow for detailed comparisons with ReO corroles, including
potential insights into relativistic effects on the properties of
4d versus 5d metallocorroles.
The insertion of large 4d[8] and 5d[9–14] elements into the con-
strained N4 cavity of corroles is often capricious, requiring care-
ful, element-specific optimization of the reaction conditions.
Once synthesized, however, the majority of 5d metallocorroles
are stable and hence of unusual interest as optical sensors,
near-IR dyes, phosphors, and light-emitting diodes.[12, 16, 17] A
promising approach to these size-mismatched metal–ligand as-
semblies involves oxidative metalation, that is, the interaction
of a free-base corrole with a metal carbonyl precursor in
a high-boiling solvent such as decalin, whereby the carbonyl li-
gands are lost in the course of reaction and the product is a rel-
atively high oxidation-state metallocorrole. Recent successes of
this approach include relatively high-yielding syntheses of
ReVO[6] and OsVIN[11] corroles and of tungsten biscorroles.[10]
Given the relative inaccessibility of 99Tc2(CO)10, we chose to ex-
amine the much more readily accessible 99Tc(I) compound
(NEt4)2[fac-
99TcCl3(CO)3]
[18] as the 99Tc source and found it to
afford the highly stable 99TcVO corroles in reasonably good
yields (15–51 %, Figure 1).
Of the four complexes synthesized, a single-crystal X-ray
structure could be determined for 99Tc[TpOMePC](O), revealing
a coordination geometry very similar to that observed for the
analogous ReVO complex (Figure 2).[6] The 99Tc@O distance of
1.660(2) a is very slightly longer than the sum of Pyykkç’s co-
valent radii for triple-bonded Tc (1.10 a) and triple-bonded O
(0.53 a).[19] As in the case of ReVO corroles, the corrole macrocy-
cle in the present structure is significantly domed, with the 99Tc
displaced some 0.681 a from the corrole N4 plane, essentially
the same displacement as that in the analogous ReVO struc-
ture. The average 99Tc@N bond distances (1.992 a) are also es-
sentially identical to the average Re@N distances (1.998 a)
found for Re[TpOMePC](O).[6]
Key physicochemical properties of the complexes were
found to be as follows: First, the 1H NMR spectra, which could
be fully assigned with COSY and NOESY analyses, showed that
the compounds are diamagnetic, consistent with the expected
d2xy electronic configuration of the
99TcVO center. Second, the
Soret maxima of the complexes (Table 1 and Figure 3) are in-
Figure 1. A general synthetic route for 99TcVO triarylcorroles.
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sensitive to the para-substituent X, redshifting by only 3 nm
from X = CF3 to X = OCH3. Third, the electrochemical HOMO–
LUMO gaps are large, approximately 2.04–2.09 V (Table 1),
which is essentially the p–p* gap of a typical porphyrin or cor-
role macrocycle.[20] Over several recent studies, we have shown
that the last two characteristics are typical of an innocent cor-
role3@ ligand, such as that found in Au, OsN, and ReO corroles,
as opposed to a non-innocent corroleC2@ ligand, for which
copper[20] and iron[21, 22] corroles provide some of the best stud-
ied examples. Finally, the 99TcVO stretching mode (nTcO) of the
complexes was readily discernible in the IR spectra, with little
interference from other skeletal modes. As shown in Table 1,
the nTcO varies slightly with the meso para-substituent, upshift-
ing with increasing electron-withdrawing character of the sub-
stituent. Between para-OMe (968 cm@1) and the more electron-
deficient complexes (977 cm@1), the nTcO upshifts by 9 cm
@1.
A notable difference between 99TcVO and ReVO triarylcorroles
is that the Soret maximum of the latter (438–441 nm) are red-
shifted by some 28 nm relative to those of the former (410–
413 nm; Figure 4). TDDFT calculations, with nonrelativistic,
scalar relativistic, and a ZORA two-component spin–orbit rela-
tivistic Hamiltonian, all with all-electron ZORA STO-TZP basis
sets showed that whereas relativity has a near-negligible effect
on the Soret maximum of 99Tc[TPC](O), there is a strong relativ-
istic redshift for Re[TPC](O). According to scalar relativistic re-
sults on 99Tc[TPC](O), several of the LUMOs (LUMO through
LUMO + 2) are not classic Gouterman LUMOs, but antibonding
combinations of Tc 4d orbitals and various corrole p MOs.
Analogous 5d–p interactions are not observed in the Re case:
all four frontier MOs of Re[TPC](O), HOMO@1 through LUMO +
1, correspond to the classic Gouterman four-orbital set. Be-
cause of relativistic destabilization, the Re 5d orbitals are far
too high in energy to effectively interact with the lowest unoc-
cupied corrole MOs. Thus, whereas the Soret band of
Re[TPC](O) has classic Gouterman four-orbital character, the
two key transitions under the Soret envelope of the 99Tc com-
plex happen to be primarily HOMO!LUMO + 3 and
HOMO@1!LUMO + 3 in character. Scalar relativistic calcula-
tions thus provide a satisfactory MO rationale for the observed
spectral shift between 99TcO and ReO corroles. It is worth
noting that the spectra predicted by scalar relativistic calcula-
tions are essentially identical to those obtained with the more
advanced, two-component spin–orbit method.
Given the major role of porphyrinoids in photodynamic ther-
apy, we find it surprising that fully coordinated 99(m)Tc porphyri-
noids have not been reported until now. Combined radioimag-
ing with 99mTc and singlet oxygen formation via a single com-
pound should potentially afford new methodology for molecu-
lar theranostics. The present synthesis of 99Tc corroles, along
with full structural characterization of one complex, may be
viewed as an important step in that direction. We remain opti-
mistic that medically relevant 99mTc porphyrinoid reagents will
emerge within the not too distant future.
Experimental Section
Caution! 99Tc is a weak b@ emitter. All experiments were carried
out in laboratories approved for working with low-level radioactive
materials.
All commercially available chemicals, including NH4
99TcO4 (Oak
Ridge) were reagent grade and used without further purification.
FTIR spectra were measured as KBr pellets on a PerkinElmer Spec-
trum Two spectrophotometer. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were record-
ed on a Bruker DRX500 500 MHz spectrometer. All of the 13C NMR
spectra recorded were proton-decoupled. UV/Vis spectra in di-
chloromethane were recorded on a Cary 50 spectrometer using
1 cm quartz cells.
Figure 2. Two views of 99Tc[TpOMePC](O):[15] a) ORTEP with nonhydrogen
atom numbering (ellipsoids set at 20 % probability; b) side-on view (20 %)
showing the displacement of the 99Tc atom above the macrocycle.
Figure 3. Comparison of the electronic absorption spectra of Tc[TpCF3PC](O)
and Re[TpCF3PC](O) in dichloromethane.
Table 1. Spectroscopic and electrochemical properties : Soret lmax, E1/2,











Tc[TpCF3PC](O) 410 1.28 @0.79 2.07 977
Tc[TPC](O) 410 1.18 @0.91 2.09 970
Tc[TpCH3PC](O) 412 1.16 @0.90 2.06 972
Tc[TpOCH3PC](O) 413 1.15 @0.89 2.04 968
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Figure 4. Selected DFT and TDDFT results on M[TPC](O) (M = Tc, Re). a) Main contributions to the two Soret transitions of the two complexes. b) Nonrelativis-
tic, scalar relativistic, and ZORA two-component spin-orbit TDDFT simulations of the electronic absorption spectra M[Cor](O), where Cor = unsubstituted cor-
role. c) Selected frontier MOs of Tc[TPC](O). d) Selected frontier MOs of Re[TPC](O). In (a), the label d indicates MOs with more than 25 % metal d character.
The energy range marked G is that spanned by the Goutermann-type frontier MOs.
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General procedure for the synthesis of 99TcO[TpXPC]: Free-base
corrole, H3[TpXPC] (0.025 mmol), [NEt4]2[
99TcCl3(CO)3] (0.05 mmol),
and potassium carbonate (25 mg) were added to a 2.5 mL micro-
wave vial containing decalin (0.5 mL) and a magnetic stirring bar.
The vial was sealed with a rubber septa and the contents were de-
oxygenated with a flow of nitrogen and then heated for 8 h with
constant stirring at 170 8C. Upon cooling, the reaction mixture was
loaded directly on to silica gel column with n-hexane as the
mobile phase. The decalin was first removed by eluting with pure
hexane. Different solvent mixtures were then used to elute the var-
ious 99TcO corroles: 6:1 n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = CF3, H
and CH3 and 1:1 n-hexane/dichloromethane for X = OCH3. For X =
CF3, H, and CH3 the product emerged as the second band, dark
green to almost brown color. For X = OCH3 the product appeared
in the first band. For each of these bands, the purity of the product
was confirmed by TLC. Yields and analytical details for the different
complexes are as follows.
Tc[TpCF3PC](O): Yield 3.3 mg (15.7 %). UV/Vis (CH2Cl2) lmax [nm] (e V
10@4 [L mol@1 cm@1]: 410 (6.45), 468 (2.18), 528 (1.27). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d 9.67 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 4.1 Hz, b-H); 9.33 (d,
2 H, 3JHH = 4.2 Hz, b-H); 9.31 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 4.9 Hz, b-H); 9.11 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 4.8 Hz, b-H); 8.73 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 8.0 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.66 (d,
1 H, 3JHH = 8.2 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.27 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 7.6 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph);
8.22 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 7.9 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph); 8.18 (d, 1 H,
3JHH = 7.9 Hz, 10-
m1-Ph); 8.10 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 8.3 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 8.08 (d, 1 H,
3JHH =
9.0 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 8.04 ppm (d, 1 H, 3JHH = 7.8 Hz, 10-m2-Ph).
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d 144.0 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 143.1 (s,
2C, CPh5,15) ; 142.1 (s, 2C, C6,14) ; 141.9 (s, 2C, C9,11) ; 139.8 (s, 2C, C4,16) ;
135.4 (s, 2C, C1,19) ; 134.3 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 134.1 (s, 3C, CPh10,5,15) ; 133.9
(s, 1C, CPh10) ; 129.6 (q, 3C,
1JCF = 31 Hz, CPh10,5,15), 127.9 (s, 2C, C7,13) ;
126.7 (s, 4C, C3,17,8,12) ; 124.9 (s, 4C, CPh5,15) ; 124.6 (s, 2C, CPh10) ; 124.2
(q, 3C, 1JCF = 273 Hz, CF) ; 119.3 (s, 2C, C5,15) ; 118.3 (s, 2C, C2,18) ;
116.5 ppm (s, 1C, C10). IR nTcO : 977 cm
@1.
Tc[TPC](O): Yield 8.2 mg (51.2 %). UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax [nm] (e V 10
@4
[L mol@1 cm@1]: 410 (5.73), 468 (2.25), 584 (1.15). 1H NMR (500 MHz,
CDCl3, @50 8C): d 9.61 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 4.3 Hz, b-H); 9.35 (d, 2 H, 3JHH =
4.0 Hz, b-H); 9.34 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 4.4 Hz, b-H); 9.13 (d, 2 H,
3JHH =
4.8 Hz, b-H); 8.61 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 7.5 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.52 (d, 1 H,
3JHH = 7.5 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.16 (m, 2 H, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.95 (m, 3 H, 5,15-
m1-Ph; 10-m1-Ph overlapping); 7.91 (t, 1 H, 3JHH = 7.4 Hz 10-m2-Ph);
7.83 (m, 5 H, 5,15-m2-Ph & 5, 10,15-p-Ph overlapping); 7.75 ppm (t,
1 H, 3JHH = 7.4 Hz, 10-m2-Ph).
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d
142.6 (s, 2C, C6,14) ; 142.2 (s, 2C, C9,11) ; 140.4 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 139.5 (s,
2C, CPh5,15) ; 139.5 (s, 2C, C4,16) ; 135.6 (s, 2C, C1,19) ; 134.3 (s, 2C,
CPh5,15) ; 134.0 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 133.9 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 133.7 (s, 1C, CPh10) ;
127.9 (s, 2C, C7,13) ; 127.9 (s, 4C, CPh5,15) ; 127.8 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 127.7 (s,
1C, CPh10) ; 127.5 (s, 2C, CPh10) ; 126.7 (s, 2C, C8,12) ; 126.5 (s, 2C, C3,17) ;
120.8 (s, 2C, C5,15) ; 117.7 (s, 1C, C10) ; 117.5 ppm (s, 2C, C2,18). IR nTcO :
970 cm@1.
Tc[TpMePC](O): Yield 3.6 mg (21.3 %) UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax [nm] (e V
10@4 [L mol@1 cm@1]: 412 (4.13), 463 (1.36), 580 (0.83). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d 9.58 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 3.2 Hz, b-H); 9.33 (m,
4 H, b-H, broad singlet, overlapping, b-H); 9.13 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 4.4 Hz,
b-H); 8.49 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 7.1 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.39 (d, 1 H,
3JHH =
7.5 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.05 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 7.1 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph); 7.84 (d,
1 H, 3JHH = 6.9 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.75 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 7.1 Hz, 5,15-m1-Ph);
7.70 (d, 1 H, 3JHH = 7.0 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.63 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 7.2 Hz, 5,15-
m2-Ph); 7.56 (d, 1 H, 3JHH = 7.2 Hz, 10-m2-Ph); 2.72 ppm (s, 9 H,
5,10,15-p-CH3).
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d 143.1 (s, 2C,
C6,14) ; 142.7 (s, 2C, C9,11) ; 139.7 (s, 2C, C4,16) ; 137.7 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 137.6
(s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 137.5 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 136.9 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 136.0 (s, 2C,
C1,19) ; 134.1 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 133.9 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 133.8 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ;
133.6 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 128.7 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 128.6 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 128.3 (s,
1C, CPh10) ; 128.2 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 127.9 (s, 2C, C7,13) ; 126.6 (s, 2C, C8,12) ;
126.3 (s, 2C, C3,17) ; 121.0 (s, 2C, C5,15) ; 117.8 (s, 1C, C10) ; 117.1 (s, 2C,
C2,18) ; 21.6 ppm (s, 3C, CH3). IR nTcO : 972 cm
@1.
Tc[TpOMePC](O): Yield 3.8 mg (19.7 %). UV/Vis (CH2Cl2): lmax [nm]
(e V 10@4 [L mol@1 cm@1]: 413 (4.32), 556 (1.79), 588 (0.83). 1H NMR
(500 MHz, @50 8C): d 9.58 (d, 2 H, 3JHH = 4.2 Hz, b-H); 9.34 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 4.9 Hz, b-H); 9.32 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 4.4 Hz, b-H); 9.13 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 4.6 Hz, b-H) 8.51 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 7.0 Hz, 5,15-o1-Ph); 8.42 (d,
1 H, 3JHH = 7.5 Hz, 10-o1-Ph); 8.09 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 7.4 Hz, 5,15-o2-Ph);
7.87 (d, 1 H, 3JHH = 7.5 Hz, 10-o2-Ph); 7.47 (d, 2 H,
3JHH = 6.1 Hz, 5,15-
m1-Ph); 7.41 (d, 1 H, 3JHH = 8.4 Hz, 10-m1-Ph); 7.36 (d, 2 H,
3JHH =
7.9 Hz, 5,15-m2-Ph); 7.27 (d, 1 H, 10-m2-Ph, overlapping with sol-
vent peak); 4.13 (s, 6 H, 5,15-p-OCH3) ; 4.11 (s, 3 H, 10-p-OCH3).
13C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3, @50 8C): d 158.9 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 158.7 (s,
1C, CPh10) ; 143.0 (s, 2C, C6,14) ; 142.4 (s, 2C, C9,11) ; 139.4 (s, 2C C4,16) ;
135.8 (s, 2C, C1,19) ; 135.3 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 135.0 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 134.9 (s,
1C, CPh10) ; 134.7 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 131.9 (s, 2C, C5,15) ; 127.9 (s, 2C, C3,17) ;
126.5 (s, 2C, C8,12) ; 126.3 (s, 2C, C7,13) ; 120.5 (s, 1C, C10) ; 117.2 (s, 2C,
C2,18) ; 113.2 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 113.0 (s, 2C, CPh5,15) ; 112.8 (s, 1C, CPh10) ;
112.4 (s, 1C, CPh10) ; 55.6 ppm (s, 3C, CH3). IR nTcO : 968 cm
@1.
Electrochemical measurements were carried out in acetonitrile con-
taining 0.1 m [TBA][PF6] as the supporting electrolyte. A Metrohm
757 VA Computrace electrochemical analyzer equipped with a stan-
dard three-electrode set-up, consisting of a glassy carbon working
electrode (3 mm i.d.), a platinum auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl
reference electrode, was used throughout. All potentials are refer-
enced with Fc/Fc+ at 450 mV.
Crystallization and crystallography: Approximately 4–8 mg of each
99Tc corrole was dissolved in a minimum quantity of dichlorome-
thane in a vial and carefully layered with n-hexane. The vial was
covered with Parafilm and left to stand for two weeks, during
which X-ray quality crystals formed for 99Tc[TpOMePC](O). Crystallo-
graphic data were collected at 183(2) K with Mo Ka radiation (l=
0.7107 a) that was monochromated with help of graphite on an
Oxford Diffraction Xcalibur system with a Ruby detector. Suitable
crystals were covered with oil (Infineum V8512, formerly known as
Paratone N), mounted on a loop, and immediately transferred to
the diffractometer. The CrysAlisPro suite of programs (version
171.32, Oxford Diffraction Ltd. , UK, 2007) was used for data collec-
tion, semiempirical absorption correction, and data reduction. Ad-
ditional details of data collection and structure determination are
given in the Supporting Information, Table S4.1 and in the crystal-
lographic information file. Structures were solved with direct meth-
ods using SIR97[23] and were refined by full-matrix least-squares
methods on F 2 with SHELXL-97. The refinements were done with
anisotropic thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms, while
the positions of the hydrogen atoms were calculated using the
riding-model option of SHELXL97.[24]
Computational details : Geometry optimizations were generally car-
ried out with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional, D3 disper-
sion corrections, relativistic effects described by the zeroth order
regular approximation (ZORA)[25] to the Dirac equation and applied
as a scalar correction, and ZORA STO-TZP basis sets, all as imple-
mented in the ADF[26] 2014 program. Furthermore, TDDFT calcula-
tions on unsubstituted M[Cor](O) (M = Tc, Re) were also carried out
with a nonrelativistic Hamiltonian and with the ZORA Hamiltonian
with spin–orbit coupling described at the two-component level,
with ZORA STO-TZP basis sets used throughout.
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